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ABSTRACT 

FLEX2 is a general model processor, patternE~d after Klir 's 

General Sequential System Paradigm. The processor is a specific 

realization of the general FLEX/REFLEX algorithm of the FLEX paradigm, 

and can process modules of two types, FLEX (terminal) modules and 

REFLEX (ghost) modules, One FLEX module represents a single-level, 

hierarchical model, Each terminal module is a flux oriented realiza

tion of the general paradigm and may represent a nonplinear, non

stationary, environmentally controlled state variable system model 

operating in discrete or continuous time with explicit memory. 

Stochastic components may be included, A ghost (REFLEX) module is a 

subsystem oriented realization of the general paradigm and is operable 

only in discrete time, The current standard version (FLEX2) is 

restricted to not more than 63 state variables, 40 input variables, 

200 memory variables, 120 parameters, and 50 output variables per 

module, with an upper limit of 250 modules, A smaller version (FLEX3) 

has 20 state variables, 20 inputs, 30 outputs, and 70 parameters. 

Further restrictions will be elaborated in the appropriate part of 

this write-up. 

This processor represents the second generation of processor 

developm'ent according to this system paradigm, thie first being 

represented by FLEX! (Overton et al, 1973), Although both are 

oriented toward and discussed in terms of ecological modelling, it is 

not anticipated that utility is restricted to this area of study, but 

rather that the processor and paradigm are applicable to a large 

variety of systems models, 
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Preface 

This Manual is a culmination of work and conceptual inputs by a 
number of individuals over approximately three and one-half years. 
In identifying contributions, relating the manner of evolution of 
the paradigm/processor, and in indicating directions in which new 
developments are anticipated, a narrative form is adopted. 

In the summer of 1971, the Central Modelling Group of the Conif
erous Biome had just completed a series of modelling meetings, in 
which the structure of the Unit Watershed Model began to take shape. 
At this ti.me, serious thought was directed toward development of a 
general model processor, which accommodated a specific model with a 
minimum of coding. This idea was strongly reinforced by the reali
zation that the General System Theory of George Klir was compatible 
with the emerging view of what an ecosystem model should be like. My 
1972 Bellingham paper summarizes these perspectives, and the 1973 
Athens paper (to appear in Pattens 3rd volume, now in press) reflects 
later developments. 

In retrospect, it is of intisrest that our development of the FLEX 
processors have followed the FLEX paradigm of hierarchical behavior 
and control. I wrote the specifications for the external behavior of 
FLEXl, and the program implementation was made by Jack Colby, this 
corresponding to the Universe Coupling Structure. Virginia Hunt and 
Curtis White also contributed to coding and were responsible for 
debugging and completion of documentation, Code was "complete" in 
Summer 1972, runs were made in Fall 1972, the first manual appeared 
in January 1973 with final version in September 1973. Jonna Gourley 
helped in manual preparation. Colby took a year's leave in late 
summer, 1972, and White assumed the role of directing processor 
development. 

The FLEX2 p.r.ocessor followed essentially the same pattern, but 
in a double cycle. The initial concept of hierarchical assemblages 
of FLEX Modules, as expressed in my 1972 paper) was implemented in 
code by Colby with some interaction regarding specifics. We called 
this multilevel algorithm, REFLEX. After completion of the FLEXl 
manual draft, WhiI:e directed efforts t.c,,,.·mrd completion of REFLEX. 
John Fuller was retained for system. prcgr::1mmir1g expertise in Spring 
1973 when it became apparent that new a.ppr()aches to program structure 
were needed. These were. outlined l·Th:f te and Fuller, and implemented 
by Fuller, with assistance from Dave. 

During this period, we had opportun:i.ty to exercise FLEXl in some 
depth. White and I developed a number of mod{d versions of the 
Watershed hydrology model, and several other models, and White trans
lated several n~ode.ls from other code/documentation into FLEX. Then, 
in the course of a very short per:Lod at the end of Summer, 1973, White 
and I developed a new nlgorithmr FLEX/REFLEX, which is presented here 
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as Figures 5 and 6, and associated text. This was integrated into 
the existing code, and successful runs were made before the end of 
the year, but implementation of minor parts of the new code was 
incomplete. 

Termination of funding, as of December 1973, forced a halt to 
processor completion until receipt of NSF Grant No. GB-42641 in 
April, 1974. As of this writing, the processor is operative, and 
ready for use. Some minor features which were planned for eventual 
inclusion have not been implemented, but then it is not intended 
that this be a terminal form, either of processor or algorithm, Use 
will discover bugs in the code, and needs for modification. 

FLEX2 has the capacity to acconnnodate a single level model of 
intermediate size (63 state variables) and a hierarchical model with 
large subsystems (same number of variables in each). A small version, 
FLEX3, which we call MINIFLEX, can accomodate 20 state variables, 
which is small for a single level processor, but intermediate to 
large for a hierarchical model of several levels. MINIFLEX is consid
erably faster than FLEX2, and it is anticipated that general utility 
of the pair will not be exceeded by any existing processor or modelling 
language. 

The future of FLEX is in some question. We had hoped that the 
current year would see extensive testing of the paradigm and processor. 
These activities should be proceeding at present, and they are badly 
needed, The concepts of level oriented behavior and response frequency 
are intellectually satisfying, but they must be made explicit through 
ecological examples. FLEX is designed to implement these concepts, 
but it needs exercising. Similarly, the identification of sub-systems, 
and assemblages of sub-systems, in the context of ecological theory, 
needs much attention. 

It is our intent that FLEX2 be maintained at OSU. We have no 
planned structure for processing off-campus models, but arrangements 
can be made, and telephone operation is feasible. It is not likely 
that the code will export well, but a hierarchical documentation, in 
the paradigm of FLEX, will allow preparation of new code according to 
the requirements and characteristics of whatever computer system is 
involved. Such documentation is in preparation and will appear at 
roughly the same time as this manual. In encouragement of implemen
tation of FLEX2 on other computer systems, we will provide any of our 
documentation and code on request, at cost of copying, and place no 
restraint on modification. We would appreciate notice and documenta
tion of any improvement or discovered error, and suggest that personal 
contact with someone familiar with our system may be helpful in trans
lation. 

The Review Draft of this manual is issued in considerable volume 
to expose the manual to early wide review. Some reviews are per
sonally solicited, but all users are encouraged to communicate 



questions, suggestions, and criticisms to me. Current plans are for 
a revised draft of this bulletin one year after this date. 

W. Scott Overton 
Corvallis, Oregon 
August, 1974 
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I. The FLEX Paradigm 

Introduction 

One of the basic postulates of current ecological research is that 

the methods and theory of systems (systems analysis and general systems 

theory) can contribute to the investigation of ecosystem processes and 

the expression of ecosystem generalizations, The FLEX paradigm results 

from the adaptation of a particular general system theory to the 

general paradigm of ecosystem modelling, Emphasis is on the total system 

as a coupled collection of subsystems, with specific attention paid to 

the holistic system properties, 

These efforts are developed in the perspective that modelling is 

the imposition of form and structure on knowledge, hence that modelling 

is an integral part of the scientific process. The forms and structures 

which are used in ecosystem models will be the source of the concepts 

and expressions of the emerging theory, It follows that our attempts 

to develop a general model form for ecosystems is an attempt to develop 

a conceptual structure for ecosystem theory and that our proposed 

paradigm for ecosystem models is a proposed contribution to the general 

paradigm of ecosystems, The papers by Overton (1972 and 1973) are 

devoted to this perspective and to the emerging paradigm. 

The word paradigm is used in the sense of Kuhn (1962) to represent 

the relevant body of theoretical and conceptual structures. The pro

posed paradigm embraces the currently prevailing ecosystem model 

structures so far as we have been able to determine, If model forms 

are needed or desired which are difficult or impossible to express within 
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the paradigm, then the paradigm needs revision. The evolution of the 

paradigm is also the evolution of that part of ecosystem theory which 

it represents. 

The paradigm has evolved in a climate which recognizes the several 

activities which depend on models and modelling and the several 

necessary features of good scientific model development: 

1. Communication: a, Working models must be readily communicable 

among modellers and scientists. b. Communication among 

scierttists is one of the primary functions of models, 

2. Criticism: Models must be subjected to the same rigorous 

criticism and scientific scrutiny as any other scientific 

product. Therefore models must be prepared and reported in a 

way that facilitates criticisru. 

3. Compariso~: The comparative study of ecosystems requires the 

comparative study of ecosystem models. Development of families 

of models within which comparisons are facilitated is an 

activity of model synthesis. 

4. Scientific Validity: Models must be consistent with current 

ecosystem theory, or the areas of inconsistency must be fully 

exposed to recognition and study, 

5. Theory: The model structures become part of the scientific 

paradigm, and hence must be meaningful, fruitful, simple, and 

elegant. 

6. Transparency: The requirements of communication and criticism, 

in particular, require that a model be exposed to view, without 

laborious removal of extraneous material. 



Progress in all of these aspects is substantially implemented by 

establishment of a convention for model structure and description, The 

FLEX convention is si~ply a labeling scheme for the paradigm, Any set 

of notations and definitions which reflect the same structure and form 

would represent the same paradigm, and translation of a model written 

in such a convention into the FLEX convention would require only 

identification of the isomorphisms, Such translation, however, is a 

convenient way to catalog the features of a model, to determine if it 

actually lies within the existing paradigm and to identify missing 

components in the model description, 

This translation is also a convenient way to reduce two models of 

the same process or system to a common base, and so identify the simi

larities and distinctions between them, This is an old modelling device-

putting apparently diverse specific model forms into a more general 

model form such that the differences are parametrically or structurally 

identified. This process is also the basis of the comparative study of 

any set of diverse systems, and its implementation is a necessary prelude 

to the formal comparative study of ecosystems. 

The FLEX/REFLEX algorithm is the expression of the paradigm as a 

sequence of logical and mathematical operations using the notation 

established by the convention. This algorithm serves as the basis for 

the computer realized processor. Such a processor is simply a general 

program which makes the routine manipulations specified by the algorithm 

in a simulation run. 

The user translates his model into the algorithm, using the conven

tion to identify the parts of the general structure being used and their 
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particular form. This process is aided by use of FLEXFORM, our 

standard form for model specification, This information is then put 

to the processor to make a simulation run. The processor can "process" 

any model which can be expressed in the paradigm, allowing the 

implementation of a model with minimal time and effort. The modeller 

has more time to think about the model he has built, or exercise it, 

or build another one. 

However, it is important to note that one can use the convention 

and paradigm without using the processor. Translation of the model 

implemented in another convention into FLEX,.or initial model development 
/ ,;. 

in FLEX, accomplishes many of the advantages'of the general form, and 

one can write specific code if the processor is not available, or for 

whatever reason. 

Paradigm Development 

R. B. Fuller (1965) has discussed the necessity for starting from 

as general a viewpoint of a problem as possible, delineating and •avoid-

ing micro and macro irrelevaneies ,. and elaborating the statemeQt of. the 
, ',) 

problem at the appropriate resolution as the first approximation toward 

solution (implying the view that a problem properly stated is a problem 

conceptually solved); We have attempted, to follow this course in 

developing the FLEX paradigm. 

Our approach was to start from the general system theory which we 

felt would fill the needs of ecosystem modeling and adapt this into a 

general ecosystem paradigm. To implement this, we attempted to identify 

properties and constraints of ecosystem models and then identify a 



general systems theory which could accomodate those constraints and 

properties. In practice, the process was not quite so sequential; 

Klir's theory was early identified as being compatible with ecosystem 

modelling needs. Continued exposure reinforced both the validity of 

his theory and the necessary hierarchical nature of ecosystem models. 

The perspective begins with the system point of view; the system 

has properties some of which are not recognizable as properties of its 

parts, but which emerge from the system structure. Because of this, 

parts studied only in isolation are incompletely studied; they must 

also be studied in the context of the whole system. Further, the manner 

in which the parts are coupled becomes an integral part of the system, 

and specification of the couplings, an integral part of specification 

of the parts. 

This view leads to a duality of approaches to system modelling, that 

of composition and decomposition or synthesis and analysis. The compo

sition approach is to model the behavior of each part and then couple 

the parts together to form a model of the whole. The decomposition 

approach is to model the behavior of the whole system and then to 

decompose the behavior into perceived subsystems or parts. In this 

approach an explicit whole system model is developed prior to decompo

sition into explicit parts. In composition, one strives to replace 

the coupled parts with a simplified whole system model. 

Recognition of necessity for whole system models, encompassing the 

system's emergent properties, is not universal. Many investigators hold 

that parts, properly coupled, will yield the correct whole system 

behavior. It is true that the holistic properties emerge from the nature 
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of the couplings. But it would seem difficult, if not impossible, to 

properly model couplings in the absence of an explicitly described 

holistic system behavior. 

Thus we perceive the need for a theory of the ecosystem as an 

object. Ecosystems are self-organizing, resilient assemblages of 

organisms in interaction with each other and their environment. 

Ecosystem research must attempt to elaborate concepts of holistic 

behavior. Adoption of a model paradigm which identifies holistic 

behavior is a step toward this end. 

This does not exclude the need for explanation of system behavior. 

Explanation traditionally implies description of behavior in terms of the 

recognized behavior at the next lower level of organization, which 

description we will classify as mechanistic, In association with the 

holistic model, we must construct mechanistic models of how the system 

works, based on the best current theory. Behavioral analysis will 

reveal the components of the model to which the critical behaviors are 

the most sensitive and field experiments can then be designed to study 

the critical components. Behavioral analysis will also help define the 

system's limits of homeostasis. 

Thus the first major element of our paradigm is the stipulation that 

each ecosystem must be conceptualized and modelled in two ways, 1) 

holistically, with the system viewed as an object, and 2) mechanistically, 

with the system viewed as a coupled collection of subsystems, each of 

which is viewed and modelled holistically. The two model forms lead 

naturally to a hierarchical model structure, in that each system or 

subsystem will be considered a holon, in the terminology of Arthur 



Koestler (1967), Each system will be (potentially) a subsystem in a 

larger system while simultaneously having the capacity of being 

represented as a coupled collection of subsystems. 

There is an increasing awareness of the advantages of hierarchical 

structures in large systems models, and even an argument that real 

complex systems must be structured in some such manner (Simon, 1962, 

1963). If these arguments are valid, then the search for structure, in 

the form of identified near decompositions, or subsystems, must 

constitute a major part of the modelling effort, The conceptualization 

of meaningful subsystems and subsequent identification of their holistic 

properties and behaviors are areas in which modellers and models can 

contribute to the development of ecosystem theory. 

In summary, the identified paradigm constraints are 1) the system 

model will be hierarchical, and 2) each system will be modelled at two 

levels, holistically and mechanistically. *FLEX2 is a general processor 

which will accomodate this structure. A model module can be either a 

FLEX or a REFLEX module, representing either a single level or terminal 

module, or a ghost module. 

Outline of the FLEX Paradigm 

The General System Theory of George Klir (1969) seemed to satisfy 

the requirements of and provide the structure specified by our theoretical 

appraisal of the ecosystem modelling problem, The papers by Overton 

(1972 and 1973) describe in some detail the development of a general 

ecosystem model structure according to Klir's general theory. 

Of Klir's five alternate definitions of systems, two form the 

foundation of our FLEX Paradigm. The system may be defined, 
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1. According to its permanent behavior. That is, by a time 

invariant relation between the output quantities, on the 

one hand, and the rest of the principal quantities, on 

the other. 

2. According to its Universe-Coupling (U-C) structure. That 

is, as a set of elements (sub-systems), each defined 

according to its permanent behavior, and a set of directed 

couplings between the elements and between the elements 

and the environment. 

We refer to these as the holistic and mechanistic model forms, 

and explicate them by the FLEX and REFLEX modes of the computational 

algorithm. 

The concept of principal quantities is a unique feature of Klir's 

theory. Klir does not recognize state variables, per se, but rather 

input and output variables, plus certain past values of input and 

output variables, these collectively comprising the principal vari

ables. In the FLEX paradigm, we use the state variable designation for 

an economical representation of the instantaneous values of the system 

outputs, and explicitly identify memory variables as past values of 

these variables or of inputs. Output variables are then identified as 

functions of the state variables, The more conventional state variable 

definition would lump our state and memory variables together. Economy 

and the conceptual advantage of explicit identification of past values 

of instantaneous variables justify these modifications in our view. 

The general theory is further explicated in our paradigm as an 

e~piicit time invariant relation between the instantaneous state variables 



and the rest of the principal variables. The form of the relation is 

restricted to difference or differential equations. This must be 

consistent within a module but may vary among modules, as module 

couplings are essentially discrete. 

Each system or subsystem in the conceptual model is represented by 

a module in the realized computer model. A module may be either of the 

two types according to which definition is applied to the system. 

However, each module is processed according to a modification of Klir's 

general paradigm of sequential systems (Fig, 4.8, Klir, 1969), This has 

been modified slightly, elaborated, and is presented as Figure 1, for 

FLEX modules. (The algorithm is greatly elaborated in Section II to 

accomodate both modes of the system definitions.) 

Referring to Figure 1, it can be seen that we do not identify 

the principal quantities, per se, but rather maintain the identity of 

input (z), and output (y) variables, with the additional specification 

of memory variables (M), which can include past values of input or state 

variables. State (x) variables are defined for structural economy and 

convenience; they are often identical to output variables, although 

they also include internal variables. 

M, z, and x variables along with two parameter vectors,~ and:• 

are available for use by the functions of the functional generator. 

We have explicated the time invariant relation referred to in the 

system definitions as a difference equation, This does not exclude 

the use of differential equations since the algorithm provides for 

explicit Euler solution. If the model equations are conceptualized 

as differential equations, then the solution is an Euler approximation, 
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and a reduced step may be used to obtain a better approximation. If the 

equations are conceptualized as difference equations, then the solution 

is exact in whateve.r time resolution modelled. 

Updated x variables are returned to storage. Along with the z's, 

they are transferred to Memory. The x variables are also filtered by 

the H filter to produce the output y quantities, Updating of the 

memory finishes processing, 

In accordance with the systems view that a subsystem must be 

studied in the context of the system of which it is a part, we anticipate 

that a specific question regarding ecosystem activities or behavior will 

be answered by simulation of a model structured something as illustrated 

in Figure 2. The zero subscripts indicate ghost systems controlling 

the systems at the next lower echelon, and the question to be answered 

applies specifically to one of the lowest echelon subsystems. Note 

that each subsystem or group of coupled subsystems in the structure 

can be studied in isolation with regard to its behavior, or be tuned 

in isolation to yield the desired behavior. After each is tuned to 

satisfaction, the subsystems can be appropriately coupled to study 

behavior of any part in the context of the whole, 

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between forms in our 

explication of the dual module definition, Terr1inal subsystems. which 

are defined by the FLEX algorithm, represent the special case of 

Klir's definition according to behavior. Such a module is processed 

as outlined above. 

Hierarchical structure is provided by the REFLEX algorithm, which 

is an explication of the definition according to U-C structure. Each 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation 
of hierarchically stacked modules. 
Those represented by (0) are REFLEX 
(Ghost) modules, others are FLEX 
(terminal) modules, 

S=(Y, ZXM) 
' / ........ _ .,.,. 

S=(S 1,s 2,S3,C) 

Figure 3. The system is simultaneously represented by 
a holistic model form and a mechanistic model form . 

...._ __ 
CONCEPTUAL 

STRUCTURE 
ALGORITHMIC 

STRUCTURE 

Figure 4. The mechanistic model form is conceptualized as a set 
of coupled subsystems. Its algorithm requires a change, all 
couplings passing through the ghost system. 



proper subsystem (i.e., identified in the conceptual structure, Figure 4) 

in REFLEX is modelled according to FLEX or to REFLEX. The ghost system 

or module, s
0

, is the integrator of the outputs and provider of inputs 

for its proper subsystems. s
0 

contains all features of S except the f 

functions, which are replaced by the subsystems. The directed couplings 

between two systems Si and Sj are the set of output variables of Si which 

are inputs of S .. (See Figure 4) 
J 

Since the universe coupling structure provides a finer resolution 

model than the holistic behavior, the temporal resolution of the proper 

subsystems will be an integral fraction of the temporal resolution of 

S. Each U-C system model will have a resolution parameter, q, which 

specifies the number of time steps in the subsystems for each step in 

the whole system. s
0 

will operate at both resolutions; it will be 

updated by the subsystems at their resolution and receive outside inputs 

and send outside outputs according to the resolution of S. Note also 

that the model of a particular system according to either of these forms 

will involve exactly the same specification of system inputs and outputs 

and the same resolution. Thus one form may be substituted for the other 

without external change; this feature provides the modularity desired. 

The management of all subsystem coupling through the ghost 

system serves two purposes, First, it eliminates the need for rigid 

sequential processing of subsystems, since in the present form order of 

subsystem processing is immaterial. Second, it provides for simultan

eous regulation of flow relations by both donor and receiver elements. 
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II. The FLEX/REFLEX Algorithm 

Introduction 

The algorithm will be discussed in two parts, The first part 

will detail the execution of the algorithm on one module, The differ

ence between the FLEX and REFLEX parts of the algorithm will be 

described. The second part will focus on the linking of modules to 

form a hierarchical model and how the processing is executed on such 

• an assemblage. 

Internal Module Processing 

A module is shown in detail in Figure 5. The module ellipse is 

broken in half by a dashed line to indicate a difference in processing 

levels. The higher level filters inputs and outputs for the entire 

module. It operates at the same time resolution as the other modules 

which share a common ghost. The lower level does the actual updating 

of the variables, in the case of FLEX, or controls subsystem processing 

which updates the variables, in the case of REFLEX. 

The following elaborated algorithm description discusses in detail 

the logico-mathematical process which is applied to each module. After 

that a summary of module processing is given. 

15 
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Higher Level Processing 

In Figure 5, the passing of control is shown as a dashed line, the 

passing of numerical values is shown as a solid line, variable storage is 

shown as boxes, functions and logical operations as circles. The ZCOMP 

and YCOMP elipses denote a special type of function filter. 

If the module is operating alone (i.e,, a single module model), 

then ZCOMP calculates or reads from data files the values of z, If 

operating with other modules, control is passed to ZCOMP from another 

module and values of z are filtered in from ghost (using VARIN), calcu

lated or read from data files. 

ZCOMP can use discrete time k, the values of z(k) and M(k) (the 

memory being past values of z and x). The band r parameters may also 

be used, as may previously calculated z values and special functions, 

Special functions will appear throughout the module description. 

They are simply user-defined subroutines or functions which may be 

utilized to simplify the programming of those functions which are part 

of the module. Thus a special function could be used to read data in 

from a file, or could be used to do linear interpolation, or to remove 

the need to duplicate coding in g functions. 

From ZCOMP control is passed to F
1

. Here a call is made to 

TESTCOMP, which tests user-defined conditions to decide if module 

processing is to be completed. This provides for event oriented nodels, 

If TESTCOMP returns with a value of one, the module is run; if it returns 

with a value of zero, control is transferred to the next module. If 

TESTCOMP is not included, the module will be run. TESTCOMP may be a 
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function of time k, the principal quantities, the band r parameters, 

and the special functions, 

Relationship Between Higher and Lower Level Processing 

Control is passed next to the g functions, Before continuing, 

note that control is passing from higher level processing to lower 

level processing, Since lower level processing is concerned with 

updating x values which are stored in the boxes which stradle the 

horizontal line on the right in Figure 5, we need a few definitions. 

Time for the module is k, k is incremented by one each time a 

circuit of higher level processing is completed, As noted previously, 

however, the lower level is processed q times in this interval. k' is 

used as the time index for lower level processing, It is incremented 

by one each time a circuit of lower level processing is completed. 

Although all x values are usually determined by lower level 

processing, it is sometimes much more convenient to determine them only 

once during a module cycle and so a way of .updating them with a higher 

level process is provided through the h functions. Therefore, xis 

split conceptually into two subvectors ~hand ~l' 

x(k) 

Double subscripting of time must be provided for the lower level vector. 

Since the double subscript is irrelevant for ~h' we replace it with a 

zero, 



Thus 

x(k) = :l_5(k,O) 

During lower level processing we define 

~(k,k') 

which indicates that ~h values are not altered during this time, 

When we return to higher level processing we have ~t(k,q) and 

~h(k,0), After updating ~h we then have 

:l_5(k+l) 

We may conceptualize this, in terms of Figure 5, as redefining the 

~t(k,k'+l) box and transforming it into the ~t(k,k') box once during 

each circuit of the lower level processor, whereas~ is updated only 

once and that is during higher level processing, 

As a final note, the x vector is not partitioned explicitly, but 

rather implicitly by the manner of updating, Identity of a vector 

component which belongs to ~his designated by including an h function 

with the same subscript as the component. Thus, existence of h6 defines 

x6E~h' Similarly the inclusion of any fip or fpi or fpp designates that 

x Ex0 • An xi may be an element of both vectors, so it can obtain an 
p ~X, 
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adjusted value based on its own updated value. Care must be exercised 

when using this option. (See the discussion of h functions in Section 

III.) 

Lower Level Processing 

We now return to the point at which F
1 

passes control tog, The 

g functions are intermediate functions which are useful in a number 

of ways. They may be employed as process functions in order to simplify 

the definition of the f functions. They may also be used as internal 

coupling variables, if the module is a REFLEX type, in order to simplify 

the computation done in other modules. The g functions' values are stored 

through a computation cycle, A function may use as function arguments 

any other already defined g values, as well as parameter values, time, 

principal quantities ands. 

Control now passes to F
2

, Module type is tested, If the module is 

a FLEX module, control passes to the f functions. This type of 

module will update the x variables by calculating "fluxes" between them. 

If the module is a REFLEX type, control passes to F
0 

which cycles each 

of the ghost's subsystems, The subsystems couple with each other by 

updating the values of x in ghost. We will continue with the 

description of the processing of the terminal type until its processing 

again coincides with the REFLEX type. In the section on module linkage 

we will return to F
0 

in ghost. 

As mentioned above, f functions represent fluxes between the xi's, 

Thus fij is the discrete flux from xi to X. • 
J 

This provides for easy 

implementation of the popular and useful compartment type models, 



The f functions thus form a matrix of functions which describe the 

fluxes among the vector components of x, To simplify the structure, we 

do not use an fOi or fiO to implement environmental couplings, but rather 

combine them into a net effect, f ... In essence f .. is used to affect the 
11 11 

value of x. only. All f .. fluxes may be collapsed into the diagonal f .. 
1 1] 11 

elements. This arrangement is used in differential equations models. 

F functions have as their arguments the principal quantities, the b 

and r parameters, g, s, and time k, 

Control is passed to F
3 

which executes the discrete equation 

algorithm. Fluxes into and out of each x. are combined into a single 
1 

discrete increment. This increment, representing the net change in 

x. from all fluxes, is stored in ~(k,k'), This increment is the 
1 

adjusted flux which occurs over the time span of 1/q. 

F
4 

next assumes control. It does the actual updating for xt. 

Thus, it executes the replacement 

At F
5

, control is reintegrated for both FLEX and REFLEX modules. 

In both modules xt(k,k'+l) has been stored, either as a result of net 

flux calculations or as a result of finer resolution subsystem calcu

lations. Time is advanced from k,k' to k,k'+l and x values are 

transferred from xt(k,k'+l) to xt(k,k'). If k' is still less than q 

then the cycle is repeated and control is returned tog. If, however, 

k'=q then lower level processing is completed and control is passed to 

F6 to resume higher level processing. 
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Finishing Higher Level Processing 

F6 makes calls to the hi functions which have been defined, For 

each hi which is defined, the value of xis~h(k+l,O) is reset to the 

value of h.(k). The h's may be functions•of k, the principal quantities, 
1 

parameters ands. They may also use the values of ~t(k,q) = ~t(k+l,O), 

that is, the updated values of the lower level x's. The ~t(k+l,O) values 

are identified as xs, (Refer to h function discussion in Section III) 

Control is passed to F
7

. With x(k+l) now calculated all that 

remains is to update time from k to k+l. One time step is said to have 

elapsed. Simultaneously all variables are redefined so that the value 

of x(k+l) replaces the value of x(k) and so on. After the general 

redefining of variable values, control is passed to YCOMP. 

YCOMP is the output filter, If this is the highest ghost in a 

hierarchical model, or if this module is a terminal running in 

isolation, or if this module is producing some other observed 

variables, then YCOMP calculates the values of these variables and 

outputs them, In the case of a terminal module which is a subsystem 

of a ghost, YCOMP also calculates the values of the coupling variables 

and transfers them (using VAROUT) to their appropriate storage area in 

the ghost module, They outputs thus transferred provide the updated 

values for ~t(k,k'+l) in the ghost module, As in the FLEX module, y 

output values may also go to the monitor, line printer or dump file, 



lfodule Couplings and External Processing 

To place in context the interrelation of ZCOMP, YCOMP and F
O

, 

refer to Figure 6. Here each module's internal structure is sho~m in 

simplified detail. The ZCOMP and YCOMP filters are separated by the 

principal variables (PV), which include the principal quantities, and 

the lower level processing ellipse which contains internal variables 

(IV) such as g and f functions. A ghost FO passes control to its 

subsystem's ZCOMP and receives control back from its subsystem's YCOMP. 

Inside a subsystem module control is retained by the subsystem 

module or passed to even lower subsystems. In addition, at each level 

each module may access external input files and create external output 

files (F). Overall control is exercised by the run processor (RP). 

Control is finally passed back again, sooner or later, to the top 

ghost in the assemblage, From ghost's YCOMP, control returns to the 

FLEX2 processor control level which checks time in order to terminate 

the simulation run if time is equal to the maximum value set. 

Time, resolution ratio and their relations to the constructed 

hierarchy need elaboration. In terms of Figure 6, the ellipse 

containing IV (the internal variables) cycles q times for each time the 

module is entered for a terminal module, and subsystems are called q 

times each for each ghost module. If s
O 

has q=3, then s1 and s2 would 

be called three times for each increment of kin s
O

. s1 and s2 are on 

the same level in the hierarchy since they have a common ghost 

immediately superior to them, They may have different internal q 

values, so that each cycles through their lower level a different number 

of times. Thus while their higher levels are synchronized by their 
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I 
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Figure 6. Detail of module stacking. The run processor (RP) initial
izes all system variables and controls a run. Control is passed 
to the highest module, which passes control to its subsystems, 
which in turn pass control to subsystems at lower levels. Solid 
lines indicate variable couplings, the dashed lines control flows. 



corrnnon ghost system, the lower levels may be used to place each submodule 

on a different time resolution, either conceptually or operationally. 

The memory of each module resides in the higher level. This has 

profound implications for memory storage. If finer resolution memory 

is needed, subsystems must be defined to implement this storage. 

Notes on Total Model Assembly 

Figure 2 shows a schematic design of modules assembled into a 

hierarchical model. The hierarchical tree may have as many subbranches 

as desired. However the purpose of the paradigm is to reduce the problem 

of detail and complexity which are encountered when implementing large 

scale ecosystem models. The basic principle is to limit side branches 

to no more than one level (one REFLEX representation) and to fully 

develop only the main branch of interest down to the finest level of 

detail. Potential sidebranches should be represented by their holistic 

models at the appropriate resolution level. The main branch of 

interest terminates at the target subsystem module, which is the sub

system currently the subject of research. A REFLEX representation of 

no more than one level may be used for the target subsystem. 

Many processes represented in the total model will be represented 

by very coarse models. These modules influence the target subsystem 

only infrequently and on a 'strategic' level. Such influence is further 

moderated and controlled by intermediary systems. Thus, the holistic 

model form is appropriate. As the level of the target module is 

approached the subsystems which interact more directly are represented 
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s ..... . 
E . • ... . 
S1 .... . 
Sz .... . 
S11 
812 
813 
814 

8111 •·· 
8112 • • • 
81111 
81112 
51113 
51114 

xl .... 

.... 

.... 

.... 

Watershed ecosystem 
Environment 
Terrestrial ecosystem 
Aquatic ecosystem 
Hydrology system 
Primary Producer system 
Consumer and Decomposer system 
Nutrient Interchange and 

Uptake system 
Above Ground subsystem 
Below Ground subsystem 
Meterological Input subsystem 
Canopy subsystem 
Snowpack subsystem 
Litter Layer subsystem 
Fast evaporative canopy 

storage component 
Slow evaporative canopy 

storage component 
Unsatisfied atmospheric 

moisture demand 
Thrufall 
Canopy evaporation 
Precipitation 
Atmospheric moisture demand 
x3 
x4 
x5 

Figure 7. An example of hierarchic model structure. The system S 
couples with its environment, and is elaborated as a complex 
of two subsystems, s 1 and Sz. S1 is elaborated in terms of 
four subsystems, s1 1 in terms of two, s 111 as a system of four 
subsystems and finally, s 1112 is modelled in the FLEX mode. 
Each path must terminate in this mode, but termination may 
occur at any level. 



by finer resolution models. We do not model any process at a finer 

level of resolution than that needed to characterize its pertinent 

behavior for the question asked, 

As an example let us consider Figure 7 which shows the hierarchical 

structure constructed to ask detailed questions about water dynamics on 

the exterior crown of an old growth forest, Because water dynamics 

are studied we need a model of water movement more detailed than the 

model of primary production or nutrient interchange and uptake, Further, 

the model of the below ground hydrological subsystem need not be as 

elaborate as the model of the above ground hydrological subsystem, 

We can also see in this diagram why we might want a more detailed 

model of primary production than a simple holistic one. Since the 

mechanics of water on the surfaces of tree crowns is dependent on many 

aspects of the dynamics of tree crowns, we might wish to expand the 

primary production subsystem to a finer level, Sometimes a holistic 

representation of any side branch will be replaced with a mechanistic 

representation one hierarchical level deep, but we anticipate that a 

second level is seldom, if ever, needed, 

The more detailed structures for side branches are used, the more 

expensive the overall run will be, The entire object of this approach 

is to develop holistic models which have the desired behavior so that 

more detailed models are unnecessary for the current question of 

interest. 

Modeler/Programmer Communication -- The FLEXFORM 

One of the objects of the FLEX/REFLEX paradigm is to delimit and 
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separate the functions of modeling and progrannning. By modeling 

we mean the theoretical and technical operations of conceptual model 

construction, including decisions on overall model structure, each 

subsystem's structure, actual equation forms and parameter values used. 

By programming we mean the more or less technical job of implementing 

a model on a computer and conducting requested numerical solutions of 

that model. This includes all actual programming duties. 

During behavioral studies of the model, the modeler will 

frequently run the model on the computer. In addition either the 

modeler or the programmer may be responsible for displaying model output 

in the desired form (plots, tables, etc.), In total, however, we 

may delimit modeling responsibilities from programming responsibilities 

by saying that the modeler must construct the conceptual model and the 

programmer must implement that model on FLEX2. 

The major communications device between the modeler and programmer 

is the FLEXFORM. A schematic diagram of this form is given as Figure 8. 

Examples using the FLEXFORM are included as Appendix II. 

The FLEXFORM is a working document so it changes form as we 

accumulate experience with its use. The form, Figure 8, differs 

slightly from the older forms included in Appendix II and will 

undoubtedly change again. Figure 8 is offered as the most useful form 

which we have used so far. 

The FLEXFORM is a working document in another sense as well: it 

serves as complete, succinct documentation of the conceptual model in 

the language of the FLEX/REFLEX convention. Anyone familiar with the 

convention can understand the model presented with the FLEXFORM. Com

pletion of the form essentially completes the conceptual model. 



FLEXFORM 

MODULE NUMBER AND TITLE 

INVESTIGATOR(S) AND DATE 

TIME RESOLUTION 

QUANTITY MODELED 

DIAGRAM 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X List Description 

2. z 

3, M 

identification of 
state variables --

Functions Description 

specification and 
identification of 
input variables --

List 

specifications of x and 
z variables retained as 
memory variables --

4. G Functions Description 
and Figure 

FLEX (or REFLEX) 

6. H Functions Description 

-- higher level functions --

7. Y Functions Description 

-- output variables --

8. S Functions Description 

-- special-use functions 

TESTCOMP function if desired 

PARAMETERS 

-- intermediate functions -- 9. B Parameters: list, descrip
tion and values. 

5. F Functions Description 

flux functions 

--OR--

5. Subsystem List 

in order of processing 
also include list of 
all coupling variables 

10. R Parameters: list, descrip
tion and values, 

11. Initial Conditions: list, des
cription, 
and values. 

Figure 8 
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FLEXFORM 

Page 2 of 2 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

TSTART = 

TMAX = 

q = 

Variables to be monitored: 
Monitor time frequency: 

Variables to be line printed: 
LP Time frequency: 

Variables to be dump filed: 
Dump tile time frequency: 

SATELLITE PROGRAM INFORMATION 

Variables to be plotted: 
Plot time frequency: 

COMMENTS 

DESCRIPTION OF BEHAVIOR 

RUN LOG 

Figure 8 continued 



Control level: 

The FLEX/REFLEX Algorithm 
A Summary 

Control Processor: This control processor is the first operation 

31 

of a run. It transfers control to and accepts control from the highest 

ghost system in the model. The values of y are produced and all variables 
~O 

are initialized for each module innnediately upon entering that module for 

the first time during that simulation run. 

Fa: This is the conceptual external module controller which passes 

control from the REFLEX module to each direct subsystem. It is inactive 

in a FLEX module. In the Control Processor, Fo keeps track of TMAX and k, 

and stops the run when completed. In the REFLEX Module, Fo sends control 

sequentially to all subsystems under the control of the particular module, 

each of which returns control to Fo on completion of a cycle. After all 

subsystems have been run, Fo then sends control to F5. It is emphasized 

that Fo is conceptual. Its processor implementation is not as part of the 

module. 

Module level: 

1) ZCOMP: Filter, transform and store inputs in principal variables. 

2) F1: Decide whether or not to run module (submodel). 

TEST (k) = TEST {k, z(k), x(k), M(k), s, b, r} 

= 0 No run, exit back to Fo in ghost. 

= 1 Run, proceed. 
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3) Enter lower level processing. Set k' = O. 

Define: 

x(k) = x(k,O) = [¾ (k)l 
~ xt(k~ 

~(k,k') = [tl~:~iJ , 

4) g: Calculate, store intermediate g functions. 

g.(k,k') = g.{k,k', z(k), x(k), x(k,k'), M(k), s, b, r, g.(k,k')}, 
1 1 J 

j <i. 

5) F2: If FLEX (terminal), turn control over to f. 

If REFLEX, turn control over to Fo, the external module control, 

for subsystem cycling. Bypass f, F3 and F4 . 

6) f: Calculate and store flux values. Flux from x. to x. is f ... 
1 J 1] 

f .. (k,k') = f .. {k,k', z(k), x(k), x(k,k'), M(k), g(k,k'), s, b, r} 
1] 1] 

7) F3: Calculate, store ~(k,k') values. 

~ (k,k') = l [ I f. ~ (k,k') - I f .{k,k')] 
r q i=l 1r j=l rJ 

j:#r 

8) F4: Calculate and store ~Q,(k,k'+l) values using ~Q,(k,k') and 

~(k,k'). 

9) F5 : Replace ~Q,(k,k') with ~Q,(k,k'+l). Increment k' by 1. If 

k'<q return tog (algorithm step 4). If k'=q continue to F6 . 

(Return to F5 when Fo has control returned from subsystems.) 



10) F6: From x(k) and ~t(k,q) generate the values of ¾_(k+l,O). 

~(k+l,O) = ~ {k, ~(k), ~(k), ~t(k,q), ~(k), ~• ~. r} 

11) F7: a) Replace ~(k) with ~(k+l). 

b) Update memory variables. Replace ~(k-r) with ~(k+l-r) 

and replace W~(k-r) with W~(k+l-r) 

c) Increment k by one. (Replace k+l with k.) 

12) Filter, print outputs. 

y.(k) = y.{k, ~(k), ~(k), s, b, r, y.(k)}, j<i. 
1 1 - ~ ~ ~ J 

13) Return control to Fo, the external module control, at the next higher 

hierarchical level. 

Additional definitions: 

~. r: The vectors of model parameters which may change from run to 

run. 

s: Special functions, similar tog functions, which are available 

on call and for which the values are not stored by the pro-

cesser: 

ands. cannot be a function of ~(k) until ~(k) is defined. 
1 

q: The resolution ratio. If Ro is the resolution level of a 

ghost module and R1 is the resolution level of its subsystem 

modules, then q = !~· Ro may also be identified as the 

resolution level of the higher processor and R1 as the re

solution level of the lower processor. This means that the 

resolution level of the lower level in ghost and the higher 

level in each direct subsystem must be identical. Differing 

Lesolutions among the ghosts subsystems is handled with the 

subsystem q's. 
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III. PROGRAMMING IN FLEX2 

Introduction 

Programming a FLEX2 run involves translating the modeller's 

information (FLEXFORM, Figure 8) into specific computer commands and 

formats. If the FLEXFORM sheet is filled in completely, the programmer 

should have all the information necessary for this translation. FLEX2 is 

partially FORTRAN based and programming FLEX2 demands the ability to write 

FORTRAN equations. In addition, knowledge of the use of OS-3 (Oregon 

State Open Shop Operating System) is necessary, as FLEX2 was written 

exclusively for this interactive time-sharing system. Information on 

OS-3 may be obtained from the OSU Computer Center and a list of relevant 

materials are listed in the bibliography, 

Overview 

An overview of the FLEX2 system may be obtained by consulting 

Figure 9. This figure illustrates the structural aspects of the 

FLEX2 system within the larger structure of the OS-3 system. In addition, 

the upper portion of this figure is a diagrannnatic outline of the steps 

necessary to program a model for FLEX2. The details of this process are 

listed in the section Programming Details. An outline of the steps 

follows. 

Translate the model functions into FORTRAN code. The z, g, f, h, 

and y functions have a standardized format given below. S functions 

follow the general FORTRAN language format. Generate a function source 

file for each of the six types of functions, using the OS-3 EDITOR. 

Source listings and backup card decks are usually made. Compile each 
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Coded 

Command 

Files 

Coded 

Input Files 

------

Dump File 

OS-3 packages 

Editor 

Fortran 

Compiler 

Editor 

*GRAFIT 

OS-3 Disk Files 

Binary 
Object 

Decks 
Z,G,F,H,Y,S 

Colllllland 

Files 

BCD 

Dump File 

OS-3 

overlay 
made 

*F2PLOT 
Plotting 
Routine 
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Listing 
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*TRANSFER 

Figure 9. An Overview FLEX2 Operating System 

Source Listing 

Source 
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Interaction 
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Data Dump 
File Listing 

CALCOMP Plots 



source file, using the 0S-3 FORTRAN compiler. Use *F2LOAD, part of the 

FLEX2 system, to incorporate all the resultant binary object files into a 

function overlay which is stored on a disk file under a user-specified 

name. 

The foregoing procedure is repeated for all modules in the model. 

Each module will have its own function overlay. When the function 

overlays are complete, the model is ready for a simulation run. 

Programming Details 

A. Coding the Model Functions. We are concerned with the z 

functions, g functions, f functions, h functions, y functions ands 

functions from FLEXFORM. Although we have been calling them functions, 

the correct mathematical terminology, they include both subroutines and 

functions in computer terminology. We will explain these in order. 
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Z Functions 

The number of z or input values is limited to 40. All z values 

are computed in one subroutine, The standard format is 

Calculation 
of 
z values 

SUBROUTINE ZCOMP (K, X, B, R, Z, T0, T, G) 

DIMENSION X(l), B(l), R(l), Z(l), G(l) 

Z(l) = expression 

Z(2) = expression 

Z(<n>) = expression 

RETURN 

END 

The expression may be a constant, or a time-varying algebraic 

function, or a table look-up. Input data are most often read from disk 

data files in ans function called by the z function. 

In subsystems, z functions will usually be used to filter 

information into that subsystem from its ghost. This is done by using 

an internal FLEX2 subroutine named VARIN, If, for example, we wish z
2 

to be assigned the value of g
1 

in ghost, we would replace 

Z(2) = expression 

in ZCOMP with 

CALL VARIN ( Z(2), G(l) ) 

This automatically sets z2 = g
1 

in ghost. Variables which may be 

coupled to directly (i.e. which may appear as the second element in 



the calling string of VARIN) are z's, g's, and x's in ghost. Ghost 

memory variables should be accessed through z or g functions in ghost, 

Z values are calculated first by FLEX2. The values are stored 

internally in that module and may be used in other functions of that 

module by simply writing Z(l) or Z(01) for z
1

, etc. in the appropriate 

equations. The z values may be used by any other functions in the 

module except they output functions. 
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The Test Function 

The test function allows a modeller to have an event oriented 

subsystem within the model or even to have the entire model event 

oriented. The test function decides if this module will be processed 

during the current time step. Unless the event specified in TESTCOMP 

occurs, the module will not be processed further. The standard format 

is 

Calculation 
of the 
value of TEST 

SUBROUTINE TESTCOMP (K, X, B, R, Z, TEST) 

DIMENSION X(l), B(l), R(l), Z(l) 

TEST= expression 

RETURN 

END 

If TEST returns with a value of zero, then the computational 
I 

cycle is terminated for the module for this time step. If a value of 

one is returned, then the computational cycle will be completed. If not 

included on the function overlay, that is, if the TESTCOMP subroutine 

is not defined by the user, the value of TEST defaults to one. 

Use of the test function amounts to parameterizing the model 

structure at the subsystem (or module) level rather than as an internal 

structure of the subsystem. The calculation of the value of TEST is 

the second step in the FLEX2 computational cycle. 



G Functions 

The number of g functions is limited to 70. A separate FORTRAN 

function is required for each g function. Each g function is coded in 

the standard format 

Calculation 
of the 
value of g1 

FUNCTION G0l(K, X, B, R, Z, KPRIME) 

DIMENSION X(l), B(l), R(l), Z(l) 

G01 = expression 

RETURN 

END 

02, 03, ... , 70 may be substituted above for 01; two digits are 

required. The calculation of the returned value may be as lone and 

complicated as desired. G functions are defined as intermediate 

functions; any internal variable which will be used extensively and 

which retains the same value throughout the k' time increment should 

be calculated as a g function. G functions may be used as a coupling 

variable for a single process, to simplify the f function representation 

for calculation of demands, or for logical operations. 

G values are calculated fourth by FLEX2. All defined g functions 

will be calculated q times per module per computational cycle and the 

returned values stored internally. The value is available to the f 

functions or other subsequently calculated g functions or special 

functions by writing G(01), G(02), ... , G(70). The use of parentheses 

is crucial and these .must always be included. 
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F Functions 

There is a limit of 63 f functions. A separate FORTRAN function 

is required for each defined fij 

each f function, is as follows: 

The standard format, repeated for 

Calculation 
of the value 
of f 1 l , 

FUNCTION F0101 (K, X, B, R, Z, K.PRIME) 

DIMENSION X(l), B(l), R(l), Z(l) 

F0101 = expression 

RETURN 

and where 02, 03, ... , 63 may be substituted for 01 (i.e., F0102, 

F6363); four digits are required. The returned values are stored 

... ' 

internally and will automatically be manipulated to calculate the update 

vector 6(k,k') which will be added to the current state variable vector 

~£(k,k') to obtain the next time step's state vector ~£(k,k'+l). Please 

note that the f functions cannot be used to calculate other functions. 

If the value of one flow determines that of a second, the first value 

should be calculated as a g function and used in both f functions. A 

g function must be used with indices in parentheses (e.g., F0101 = 

G(05) ) . 

The calculation off values is the sixth step in the FLEX2 cycle, 

just prior to the calculation of the update vector and the new state 

variable vector. 



H Functions 

The number of h functions is limited to 63, A separate FORTRAN 

function is required for each h function. Each h function is coded in 

the standard format 

Calculation 
of the 
value of h

1 

FUNCTION H01 (K, XS, B, R, Z) 

DIMENSION XS(l), B(l)~ R(l), Z(l) 

H01 = expression 

RETURN 

END 

02, 03, ... , 63 may be substituted above for 01; two digits are 

required. Remember that the index of the hi function defines xi£ ~h' 

that is, the x variable with the same index is an element of the higher 

level x vector. The function h. calculates the new value of x. for the 
1 1 

next time step k+l; it does not calculate an increment to be added 

to xi. 

XS in the h function call string is used to remind the user that 

xis now the updated x vector xs. Thus if x
1 

£ ~t and if XS(01) is 

used within ah function, then the value of x
1 

used is x1 (k,q) or 

x1 (k+l,O). However, if x
1 

£~hand XS(01) is used within ah function, 

then the value of x
1 

used is x
1 

(k,O). Values of x.(k,O) for all 
1 

xi£ ~t may be obtained by using the XD (i,0) call to memory. The 

user should carefully review steps 8, 9 and 10 and the ~t and ~h 

definitions in the algorithm sunnnary in Section II prior to using h 

functions. 
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H values are calculated tenth by FLEX2. All defined h functions 

are calculated once per module per computational cycle and are not 

stored internally as h's (they are stored as the new value of their 

respective x.). It should be stressed that the x variables which 
1 

have new values calculated by h functions do not assume those new 

values until the end of all h function computation. H functions may 

not be functions of each other, They may be functions of gi(k,q). 



Y Functions 

The number of y output values is linited to SO. Y values are 

calculated by a subroutine. The standard format is 

Calculation 
of y 
values 

SUBROUTINE YCOMP (K, X, B, R, Y, XS, T) 

DIMENSION X(l), B(l), R(l), Y(l), XS(l) 

Y(l) = expression 

Y(2) = expression 

Y(<n>) = expression 

RETURN 

END 

The expression for yi(k) may be a function of k, ~(k), ~(k), ~• 

b, r, y.(k) for j<i. Usually each xis matched with a y. In so~e 
J 

cases one may want to know the accumulated total of a certain x value 

or the accumulated flux over a certain pathway. In such cases, it is 

necessary to construct an x variable to provide this output, since 

y(k-1) is not available. Y values may not be used to calculate anything 

except another y value. 

Y functions are utilized within the REFLEX structure as an output 

filter. They send back to ghost those outputs which ghost needs. These 

are sent back as the updated values of the corresponding x. in ghost 
1 

(i.e., x.(k,k'+l) ). This is accomplished through the use of the 
1 

internal FLEX2 subroutine named VAROUT. If, for example, we wish x 1 

in ghost to be updated to the value of y
3 

in this subsystem, we would 
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jnsert after 

Y(3) = expression 

the call 

CALL VAROUT ( Y(3), XS(l) ) 

This automatically sets x1 (k,k'+l) in ghost equal to the value of y
3

. 

Only XS(<i>) may appear as the second variable in the call string 

(i.e., only x's may be updated), and only Y(<i>) may appear as the 

first variable (only y's may be used to update ghost x's). 

The calculation of they or output variables is the final step in 

the FLEX2 cycle. Before they output is produced, time k is advanced 

to k+l. Thus the k discussed here is k+l with regard to the kin the 

preceding function descriptions. The first output y(O) is a 

translation of the initial conditions, x(O) and M(O), before the first 

FLEX2 computation cycle begins. 



S Functions 

Special functions are included for further modeling and 

programming flexibility. They may be either functions or subroutines. 

There is no limit to the number allowed except for the limit on the 

function overlay size which is 20,000
8 

(octal) words (see Section 

III.B.). 

There is no standardized FLEX:2 format for the special functions; 

function and subroutine formats and restrictions listed in the C.D.C. 

3300 FORTRAN manual apply. Special functions may not define unlabeled 

COMMON area storage. S functions are functions of time k and k', state, 

input and memory variables, band r parameters, previously defined g 

functions and other special functions only. Values off and y functions 

may not be used. 

Special functions may be used in calculating z values, g values, 

f values or values of other special functions. They are useful as 

table look-up or data read-in functions, especially for z functions, 

where real environmental data are entered. 

The s functions operate the same way with regard to FLEX2 and any 

of its user-defined function sets as functions and subroutines operate 

with regard to a main FORTRAN program. The values are not stored 

internally. A particulars value is recalculated each time it is 

needed. No particular time in the FLEX2 computation cycle is assigned 

to s functions. 
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B. Preparing a Function Overlay. After entering the coded 

functions onto disk files, debugging and compiling them in FORTRAN, 

make the function overlay, 

While in OS-3 control mode, indicated by a# sign, type 

*F2LOAD, <file name or lun>, ... ,<filename or lun> (CR) 

After *F2LOAD, enter the names or luns of the FORTRAN binary 

object files needed; these may include the ZCOMP subroutine, g functions, 

f functions, h functions, YCOMP subroutine ands functions. Separate 

file names with a comma. The standard FORTRAN library is always 

available. The use of a special library may be included by adding 

",L = <library name>" after the last file name. The L parameter may be 

included more than once. Type a carriage return (CR) to terminate the 

line. 

After reading in the user's binary object files, *F2LOAD will 

respond by typing 

ENTER LUN OR NAME FOR FUNCTION OVERLAY. 

Type in the name under which you wish to save the function overlay. 

The use of a lun is also allowed. 

The pound sign (#) will be typed after the overlay is made. File 

protect all overlays. Guidelines are offered for file structure naming 

in A Note on Naming Files and Overlays below, 

The name of the overlay or the lun used for storage will be used 

with the command FUNLOAD within the FLEX2 system. This name or lun 

must be entered correctly for the overlay to be loaded and used by 

FLEX2. 

There is a size limit of 20,000
8 

or 8192 10 words on the overlay, 



If too many functions are specified, either the structure must be 

reworked or part of the model deleted. *F2LOAD error messages are 

discussed in Appendix Section A.I. 
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A Note on Naming Files and Overlays 

The translation of several models into FLEX2 has demonstrated the 

necessity for a file naming convention to keep the user and programmer 

from getting lost in a maze of file names. The following convention 

has proved useful. 

First, construct a 3 to 5 alphanumeric character code for each 

module. Thus, for a litter decomposition model we might use LIDE. 

This code will form the root names of our files. 

Function file names for source decks are obtained by appending a 

letter and number. If this is the first Z subroutine, i.e., the first 

of several options, use LIDEZl as its file name; if it is the fourth 

F function file of several alternate files, use LIDEF4, etc. G functions 

become LIDEG_, Special functions become LIDES_, and Y functions become 

LIDEY . 

Compiled FORTRAN binary files are named with a* prefix. Source 

FORTRAN files are named without a* prefix. Binary decks are public 

files so they may be used from a different job number. Backup card 

decks of the source files should always be maintained. 

For the suffix of parameter files, use I, B, R, or N along with a 

number. Prefix these with a* so that they may be used from another 

job number. For example, *LIDEI4, *LIDER3, *LIDEN12. 

Function overlay names have an* prefix and a two digit (no letter) 

suffix. Thus *LIDE01, *LIDE02. 

Data dump file names should have a* prefix and a suffix of D with 

a number, i.e., *LIDEDl, *LIDED2. 



Such a name structure carries with it implicitly the FLEX structure, 

allowing a simple mnemonic code with varying endings to stimulate one's 

memory. With a knowledge of the three to five letter code, a run may be 

made very quickly without consulting a long list of file names. 

We strongly advise the user to file protec~ all files, especially 

public files (those whose name begins with a*). 
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IV. USING FLEX2 

Introduction 

The actual use of FLEX2 may be divided into three parts. The 

relationship of these parts is diagrammed in the lower portion of 

Figure 9, An Overview FLEX2 Operating System, 

First, a variety of information is input to the FLEX2 processor. 

This includes the overlay names and various module and model structuring 

commands. Such information may be entered line by line or by using a 

previously constructed command file. 

Second, the actual simulation run(s) is (are) made. The FLEX2 

computation cycle is repeated until a terminating condition is reached 

(i.e., time has reached its final value, a non-recoverable error has 

occurred, etc.). During the run, a monitor listing of so~e of the 

system's variables is possible. A complete line printer listing of 

the run is produced, if desired, and all output variables are dunped 

to a file. 

Third, the dumped data may be manipulated to produce line printer 

or Calcomp plots. These plots, in addition to the line printed output, 

are helpful in understanding the behavior of a model. 
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Preliminaries 

Before a call is made to FLEX2, the logical unit numbers (lun's) 

for line printer and dump file output must be equipped. Each module 

must have its own line printer lun and dump file lun. If output from 

two or more modules is sent to the same lun, the intermingled output 

will be difficult to identify on line printer listings and impossible 

to use in satellite programs. 

We equip all line printer and dump file luns to files (FILE); after 

the run we save the dump files and then equip a lun to an actual line 

printer (LP), label it and copy all the line printer files to this lun. 

By this procedure, we label only one line printer unit and our output 

stays together. When copying line printer files, always use S=0 

in the COPY parameter string. As an example 

#EQUIP, lun =FILE, lun =FILE, ... , lun =FILE (CR) 

... FLEX2 simulation run ... 

mm OF FLEX2 SESSION 

#EQUIP, lplun =LP (CR) 

#LABEL, lplun /SAVE FOR user identification (CR) 

#COPY, I= lun /R, O= lplun , S=0 (CR) 

Repeat COPY with each lun from first EQUIP 

Logical unit numbers 50 and above are used by FLEX2, so restrict user

equipped luns from 1 to 49. After a simulation run we recommend 

resetting the luns 50-59 and 62-99 to unequipped status prior to calling 

FLEX2 again by typing 

//RESET ,50 (CR) 



Calling FLEX2 

While in OS-3 control mode, type *FLEX2 followed by various 

parameters. These parameters and their uses are: 

C: Continue parameter. Presence of C indicates a continuation 

of an earlier session, with a partially constructed model, a totally. 

constructed model·· readv for simulation or an interrupted simulation run 

to be continued. The W parameter must also be used. Absence of C 

indicates starting from scratch. 

D = <lun or name>: Data dump lun or name. All variables being 

dumped from the target module (identified with the TARGET connanc) wi~l 

go to this Jun or name. Defaults to no dump file, 

I= <lun or name>: Input control lun or name. Lun or name frrn11 

which commands will be read. Defaults to lun 60. 

L = <lun or name>: Line printer lun or name. All variables sent 

to the line printer from the target module go to this lun or name. 

Defaults to no l.Lne printer l.isting, 

T"" <lan>: :Monitor (output control) lun. Lun to which all 

monitor output will be sent. Defaults to lun 61. 

W = <lun or name>: Work lun. This is the lun on which the model 

will be constructed, i.e., modules and function overlays stored. The 

lun must be equipped to a RAF prior to calling FLEX2. If a name is 

used, file protection must be removed. Defaults to lun 50. 

Any or all of these parameters may be deleted with the specified 

defaults resulting. The order in which they are entered is immaterial. 

Each parameter should be separated from the next by a comma. 
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If the user is at an interactive terminal (TTY, CRT or Tekscope), 

the F1EX2 system will respond by typing a heading and the statement 

ENTER INPUTS/COMMANDS. F1EX2 has its own cornnand sign, a "greater than" 

sign (>) which signals that the system is ready to accept a command. 

Examples: 

*F1EX2 

*F1EX2, L=30, D=40 

*F1EX2, 1=30, D=40, C, W=l7 

*F1EX2, 1=30, T=l5, D=40, 
C, W=l7, 1=5 

(all default values used) 

(line printer lun set to 
30, dump file lun set to 
40) 

(same as above, but lun 
17 has been equipped to 
the model file and a 
previous session's work 
on that model is being 
continued) 

(sa~e as above, but input 
commands wi.11 be read from 
lun 5, monitor output will 
be sent to lun 15) 



Commands 

The various FLEX2 commands will nov! be detailed. There are 

basically three types of commands used in FLEX2. The first type is 

used to structure an individual module and enter the various parameter 

values necessary for a run. The second type is used to structure the 

modules into a model if the REFLEX algorithm is being used. The third 

type is used to instruct the processor about beginning a simulation run, 

fetching and filing modules, resetting after a run, etc. The co~.!!l.ands 

are presented in alphabetical order after the editing section. 

More than one command may appear on each U.ne after the command 

sign. The INPUT=<name or lun> and the TITLE=<some title> conrrr~nds must 

end the line they appear on, so any commands sharing the line must be 

typed first. Each line may be up to 136 characters long, including 

spaces and editing symbols (80 characters for batch mode), Each command 

is separated from the next by a space or spaces. Commands may be edited 

before typing carriage return (CR). Consult the Edi.ting section following. 

Each line of command input terminated by a carriage return is 

processed as a whole by FLEX2. After the commands and edit symbols are 

processed, FLEX2 may print one of several possible messages. A command 

sign is then typed indicating that FLEX2 is ready for further input. If 

an error message occurs, consult Appendix Section AI for the proper 

response. 

Each command entry begins with a general representation of that 

command. Any lower case letters which are included represent a number 

or name typed by the user. Underlines have been used to indicate missing 

numbers which the user must also enter. 
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Editing 

FLEX2 uses two symbo~s for editing of input. These are the 

backslash(\), and the at sign (@). The use of each will now be 

explained. 

Often the character typed is not the intended one, The backslash 

operates as a back spacer. Each time it is used, a character is deleted 

from the line or character string. Deletions are consecutive. For 

example 

INN\PUU\T-\= *LII\DEil 

would be read by FLEX2 as 

INPUT=*LIDEil 

Another example is 

FOANL\ \ \ \UNLOAD=*LIDE01 

The first backslash deletes the L, the second the preceding N, the third 

the preceding A and so forth. The backslash here operates exactlv the 

same as the backslash in the OS-3 EDITOR, 

Sometimes so many mistakes have been made that it is desirable to 

begin the line again. Use the at sign (@). This operates for FLEX2 

exactly the same way that it does for the OS-3 EDITO~; that is, the at 

sign deletes all preceding characters. After typing this symbol, follow 

it with the line as it should have appeared. For example 

N-\=12 TRNTL@NUMBER=12 TSTART=10 TMAX=15 (CR) 

The at sign followed by a carriage return sends nothing to FLEX2. 

Remember that the length of a line in FLEX2 is limited to 136 

characters (80 in batch mode) including spaces and editing symbols. 



B( )=_,_, ... , 

B(i)=_ 

(vector) 

(element) 

This module structuring coromand is used to enter the values of 

the b parameters. They may be entered as a vector with parentheses 

only or as an element with the index i inside the parentheses. Values 

in the vector are separated by connnas. 

Values may be entered in any format. Decimal points are not 

required for integer values. 

Examples: 

B ( ) =l. 2 , 3 , 17 . 8, . 02 , 

-1.E-3, 3 

B(S)=.02 

CLEAR 

(Sets b
1
=1.2,b

2
=3.O, b

3
=17.8, 

b
4

=.O2, b
5

=-.OO1, b
6

=3.) 

(Sets b5=.O2) 

This command is a processor oriented command which instructs the 

processor to reinitialize the current module to its default values. In 

effect, CLEAR wipes the module completely clean so that it may be 

restructured by following commands, 

Example: 

MODELGET( )= 1,2 CLF..AR (Clears module 1,2) 
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CONTINUE 

This command is a processor oriented command which instructs the 

processor to continue a run interrupted by a manual interrupt or by 

use of the FREEZE command. 

Example: 

CONTINUE 

D= 

DKILL= 

This pair of module structuring commands is used to specify which 

variables go to the dump file (D=) or no longer go to the dump file 

(DKILL=). Only one variable may be specified with a single command, 

Variables which can go to the dump file are z's, g's, f's, x's, 

and y's. Ally variables are automatically dumped if the YMAX cow.mand 

is used. Dump file manipulation is described in the satellite program 

information section. 

Examples: 

D=X(6) D=Y(7) D=F(l,3) 

DKILL= Y(S) DKILL= F(l,5) 

(x 6 , y7 and f 1 , 3 go 

to the dump file.) 

(y 5 and fl,S no longer 

go to the dump file.) 



DHEA.D 

This module structuring command prints a list on the control output 

(monitor) lun of all variables currently sent to the dump file. 

Example: 

DREAD 

DPRT= 

This module structuring coIP.mand specifies the time interval 

frequency for sending variables to the dump file. It defaults to a 

value of one, i.e., variables are dumped every time step. 

Example: 

DPRT= 5 (Variables are du~ped every 

fifth time step, i.e., k=O, 

5, 10, ... , TYJ..X.) 
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DUMP 

NODUMP 

These commands are of the module structuring type. The first 

instructs the processor that dump file output is desired, the second 

that no dump output should be made. The use of NODUMP does not 

preclude use of the LOG command. The default is DUMP if the command 

TARGET is used, otherwise, NODUMP. 

Examples: 

DUMP 

NODUMP 

DUMPLUN= lun 

This module structuring command specifies the lun to which DUMP 

output should be sent. If not equipped previously the lun will 

automatically be equipped to a file, No default value is provided. 

If no DUMPLUN command is used with DUMP, the error message "LUN 0 

UNDEFINED" will be printed. This command need not be used for a 

target module if D=<lun> was used in the parameter string of the call 

to FLEX2. 

Example: 

DUNPLUN=3f/l 



FIRST SUB ( ) = _, ... , 
This model structuring co1'1.1Tland is used to communicate the hier

archical model structure to the processor. This command must be used 

after all module definition and structuring is complete. 

FIRSTSUB( )= is followed by the module sequence number of the 

module which will be the first processed subsystem of the ghost system 

currently in core, i.e., the last module called into the processor 

with the MODELGET command. 

Example: 

MODELGET( )= 1, 7' 3 (s
7 3 2 

will be the first 
' ' 

FIRSTSUB( )= 1, 7' 3, 2 subsystem processed of all 

subsystems of s7 , 3) 
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FREEZE 

This processor instruction command directs the processor to store 

a current image of itself and any run in progress onto the RAF 

designated by the W=<lun> in the parameter string of the call to *FLEXZ. 

This fr,age r.>.ay be saved under some name. 

1-:'hen work on the model is resumed the saved file is copied onto 

a lun equipped to a RAF and this lun is passed to the processor with 

the H parameter of the *FLEX2 call. *FLF..X2 will load the image into 

core. A run may be continued using the CONTINUE connnand or module and 

model structuring may be resumed. 

Example: 

FREEZE 



FUNLOAD= lun or name 

This module structuring command instructs the processor to load 

the function overlay on the lun or saved under the name specified 

during use of *RLOAD (see IIIB Preparing a Function Overlay). The 

function overlay contains the binary (compiled) FORTRAN functions which 

constitute the model structure, as well as information necessary for 

linkage with the processor. 

Examples: 

FUNLOAD=25 

FUNLOAD=25/R 

FUNLOAD=*MODELOV 

(/R necessary if rewind 

desired.) 

(/R not necessary since 

a named file is autoffiati

cally rewound.) 
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FUNSOURCE= lun or name 

This is a module structuring command, although it does not 

specifically affect the module's structure, which is used to pass the 

lun or name where the source (BCD) FORTP--AN functions are stored so that 

the processor can access source functions requested using the LIST 

command. 

Examples: 

FUNSOURCE= 15 

FUNSOURCE= 15/R 

FUNSOURCE= *SOURCE 

GHOST( )= _, _, ... , -
This model structuring command indicates which module is the ghost 

for the current module. As with FIRSTSUB, GHOST must be used after all 

module definition and structuring is complete. GHOST()= is followed 

by the module sequence number of the ghost system of the current 

module in core. 

Example: 

MODELGET( )= 1,2,5,3 

GHOST( )= 1,2 ,5 (s
2

, 5 is the ghost 

system of s
2 5 3 .) 

' ' 



INPUT= lun or name 

This processor oriented instruction directs FLEX2 to read further 

commands from the lun or name given. FLEX2 will continue to read 

commands from this lun or name until another INPUT= command is 

encountered, or STOP is encountered, or no further connnands are given 

which will cause an "ERROR ON. . . '' error statement. See also the use 

of I= in the parameter call string of FLEX2. 

Examples: 

INPUT= 60 

INPUT= 17/R 

INPUT= *ECRMl 

(Returns control to the 

user's device (TTY, CRT, 

etc.) after reading co~mands 

off a file.) 

(Rewinds lun only when 

requested.) 
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LAG= 

This module structuring command starts the structuring of the 

mel':!ory, LAG indicates the maximum number of past values to be retained 

in memory for each lagged variable. (Lagged variables are indicated 

by other commands.) Each module has its own memory structure so each 

way be completely different. Defaults to no memory. 

Examples: 

LAG= 5 

LAG= 7 

(:Maintain in memory values 

of indicated variables for 

time, k-1, k-2, ... , k-5.) 

(As above, but for time k-1, 

... ,k-7.) 



LAGX( )= 

LAGZ ( )= 

_, ... ' 
' ... ' 

These module structuring conrrnands are used to initialize the 

memory. The vector after= lists the indices of the elements in the 

x and z vectors to be included in memory. Each x. or z. will have its 
1 1 

past values maintained for the number of past time steps indicated 

with the LAG command (see LAG). LAGX() = must precede the LAGZ() 

command. 

Example: 

LAG= 5 

LAGX( )= 1,5,3,7,6 

LAGZ ( ) = 2, 7 

(xl, X3, XS' x6' X7, Zz, 

and z
7 

will be maintained 

in memory for time k-1, 

k-2 , ... , k-5 . ) 
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LEFTSUB( )= _, _, ... , 
This model structuring command indicates which module will be 

processed immediately before the current module. LEFTSUB must be 

used after all module definition and structuring is complete. The 

module sequence number passed is the number of the module which is to 

be processed immediately prior to the current module. The subsystem 

indicated must be at the same hierarchical level as the in-core module 

and must share a common ghost system. 

Example: 

MODELGET( ) = 1, 7 ,3 ,4 

LEFTSUB() = 1,7,3,3 

(Subsystem s
7 3 3 is 

' ' 
processed just before 

processing s
7 3 4 .) 

' ' 



LIST= ----
This module structuring command is used to list any variable or 

parameter values or function forms which the processor currently has 

stored. 

The following symbols may appear on the right side of the equal 

sign following LIST: 

(1) Forms returning a numeric value 

B(i) LPLUN X(i) 
DPRT MODELTYPE XS (i) 
DUY..PLUN N XD(i) 
F(i,j) Q XN(i) 
FUNSOURCE R(i) Y(i) 
G(i) T YMAX 
INPUT TSTART z (i) 
LAG TMAX ZD(i) 
LPRT TTYPRT 

(When i or j is shown replace with actual index number. X(i) 

corresponds to xi (k,k') and XS(i) corresponds to xi (k,k'+l).) 

(2) Forms returning a YES/NO response 

DUMP 
LOG 

SUMMARY 
TTYON 

(3) Forms returning source code (precede with FUNSOURCE command.) 

'FXXXX 
'GXX 
'HXX 

(i.e. , 'F0203) 
(i.e., 'G05) 
(i.e., 'H07) 

'YCOMP 
'ZCOMP 

(Must use a single quote ( ') as the first character in above forms.) 

Examples: 

LIST = B(S) (Value of b
5 

listed.) 

LIST = DUMP (NO or YES as the case may 
be,) 

LIST = 'F0303 (Source code for f
3 3 listed.) 

' 
LIST = XS(S) (Updated value XS listed.) 
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LISTALL 

This module specific command requests that a SUMMARY of the 

current module be listed on the monitor (TTY) lun. See Sll}frfARY 

command for information listed, 

Example: 

LISTALL 

LOG 

NOLOG 

This pair of module structuring commands turns the line printer 

output listing on (LOG) and off (NOLOG). Default is LOG condition if 

TARGET cor.nnand used, otherwise default is NOLOG, 

ExaTiples: 

NOLOG 

LOG 



LP= 

LPKILL = 

These module structuring commands specify which variables r,o to 

the line printer file (LP=) or no longer go to the line printer 

(LPKILL=). Only one variable may be specified with a single command. 

Variables and functions which can be used are z's, g's, f's, x's, 

and y's. It is a good idea to send the same variables to both the 

dump and log files so that a hard copy of the dump file is available. 

Examples: 

LP= Y(S) LP= G(3) LP= F(l,2) 

LPKILL = G(4) LPKILL = X(l3) 

LPHEAD 

(y5 , g3 and f 1 , 2 go 

to the line printer 

file.) 

(g4 and x 13 no longer 

go to line printer 

file.) 

This module structuring command lists on the monitor lun names of 

all variables currently going to the line printer. 

Example: 

LPHEAD 
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LPLUN = lun 

This module structuring command specifies which lun is the line 

printer file for the in-core module. If lun is not equipped, it will 

be equipped to a file. No default value is used. If LPLUN is not 

used after specifying LOG, the error message "LUN 0 UNDEFINED" will 

result. This command need not be used for a module if TARGET is used 

and L=<lun> was used in the parameter string of the call to FLEX2. 

Example: 

LPLUN = 44 

LPRT = 

This module structuring command specifies the time interval 

frequency for sending values to the line printer file. Default is 

one, i.e., values are line printed every time step. 

Example: 

LPRT 10 (Variable values are printed 

every tenth time step, i.e., 

k=O, 10, 20, ... , TMAX.) 



MAPPRINT 

This processor level command directs the processor to print on the 

monitor (TTY) lun a Hmap11 or listing of the module sequence numbers of 

all modules currently defined, 

Example: 

MAPPRINT 

MODELGET ( ) = _, _, ... ' 
This processor level command instructs the processor to (a) file 

away any module currently in-core onto the RAF work file; (b) bring 

into core the module identified by the given module sequence number; or 

(c) if the module does not exist, create a new module with the prescribed 

module sequence number and perform preliminary initializations on that 

module. 

Module sequence numbers are the identification numbers used to 

differentiate between modules. The sequence may be up to 12 numbers 

in length. Each number must be between 1 and 63. Zero's may not be 

embedded into number sequence, i.e., they may only occur at the end. 
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The module sequence number should correspond to the subsystem 

numbering sche~e used by the modeller. The first number may be any 

nur:iber and corresponds with an edition or version number. Thus module 

20 would be the s
O 

system for the model identified as number 20 (perhaps 

an aquatic food chain system). The first subsystem s1 would be 20,1,1. 

This allows storage on the same RAF work file of more than one model, or 

several versions of the same model, with identical or conflicting 

hierarchical structures. 

The limit of 12 numbers implies a limit of 12 hierarchical levels. 

Each system may have up to 63 subsystems. 

The module brought into core with the MODELGET() = command is the 

subject of all ensuing module structuring commands until another 

HODELGET() = command is given. 

Examples: 

MODELGET( ) 1 (Fetch subsystem so of model 

MODELGET( ) = 20 (Fetch subsystem so of model 

1.) 

20.) 

MODELGET( ) = 15,5,2,2,1,3 (Fetch subsystem S of 
5,2,2,1,3 

model 15.) 



MODELTYPE = ----
This module structuring command differentiates between ghost and 

terminal modules. If MODELTYPE is O (zero), this is a terminal or 

FLEX module. If MODELTYPE is 1 (one), this is a ghost or REFLFX type 

module. Default value is O (terminal), 

Examples: 

MODELTYPE 1 

MODELTYPE = 0 

NEWINDEX( ) = _, 

(A ghost module.) 

(A terroinal module.) 

' ... ' 
This processor level command changes the module sequence number of 

the module, Future MODELGET commands must use the new sequence number, 

In addition to changing the index of the in-core module itself, 

the user must alter all GHOST, FIRSTSUB, LEFTSUB and RIGHTSUB commands 

in associated modules to reflect the change, 

Example: 

MODELGET = 23,1,2 

NEWINDEX = 23,1,5 

(Changes subsystem s1 2 
' 
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NOPRINT 

This module specific command shuts off printing of reset values. 

When an x variable falls below its lower limit during a run, the 

processor will print the value and then set the variable to its lower 

liTI1it (see XL). If a variable is near the lower limit, rounding errors 

may make the value fall below the lower limit, causing messages like 

(assuming a zero lower limit) 

X(10) = -1.86265E-09 IN 100000000000 

X(2) = -1. 49O12E-08 IN 100000000000 

X(9) = -9. 31323E-10 IN 100000000000 

This is essentially worthless information. If the reset values being 

printed by a run are not wanted, shut the printing off with NOPRINT. 

Default is printing. May only be reset to print condition by using 

CLEAR, so this command should be used with caution. 

Example: 

NOPRINT 



NUMBER= 

This module structuring command defines the number of x variables 

and also sets many default values, NUMBER must be the first command 

after MODELGET when structuring a module. 

NUMBER must be used before changing x related values, such as 

XL, XN, XU, when the module is accessed after initial structuring. 

The value of NUMBER may be checked using N with the LIST command. 

Examples: 

MODELGET() = 12, 1, 3 

NUMBER= 5 

(First call to module,) 

RESET (Call during a multiple run.) 

MODELGET() = 12, 1, 3 

TTY= Y(4) TTYKILL = Y(9) NUMBER= 6 XN(l) = 5 
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0 = 

This module structuring command specifies the time resolution ratio 

between higher and lower level processing. For the ghost module, q refers 

to the number of times each subsystem module will be processed. Thus, 

if the ghost operates at weekly resolution and the su"bsystems at daily 

resolution, then Q=7 for the ghost module. 

For terminal subsystems, q refers to the number of lower level 

processing cycles made for each time step. The command Q=5 would be 

equivalent to using 6t=.2 as the time step. This makes possible an 

Euler solution to differential equations. 

Q defaults to one and is reinitialized by the CLEAR command. 

Examples: 

Q = 5 

Q = 12 



R( ) = 

R(i) = 

_, _, ... , -
----

(vector) 

(element) 

This module structuring connnand is used to enter the values of the 

r parameters. They may be entered as a vector with parentheses only or 

as an element with the index included between the parentheses. Values 

in the vector are separated by commas. 

Values may be entered in any format. Decimal points are not required 

for integer values. 

Examples: 

R() = .6'/J7, .39, -l.2E4, 3, .'/)2 

R(l7) = 3.9 R(2'/J) = 8 

R(S) = 63.9 

r3 = 

rs = 

(rl7 

rs = 

-12000., r4 = 3. and 

.02.) 

= 3.4, r20 = 8 and 

63.9.) 
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RIGHT SUB ( ) = _ , _, ... , _ 
This model structuring command indicates which module will be 

processed immediately after the current module. RIGHTSUB must be used 

after all module definition and structuring is complete. The module 

sequence number passed is the number of the module to be processed 

immediately after the in-core module. The subsystem indicated must be 

at the same hierarchical level as the in-core model and must share a 

cor.nnon ghost system. 

Examples: 

MODELGET( 

GHOST ( ) 

RIGPTSUB( 

) = 

= 1 

) = 

1, 

1,2 

1 (S
1 

and s
2 

are subsystems 

of s
0 

and s1 is to be 

processed just before s
2

.) 



RESET 

This processor level command reinitializes the entire currently 

defined model to its condition just prior to the last SIMULATE command, 

except any b or r parameters changed during the run, The b or r 

parameters retain the last change, If the colllI!land SI}UJLATE is used 

after RESET and exterior data files are rewound, an exact duplication 

of the previous run would be made. This command is extremely useful 

when making multiple runs. 

Example: 

RESET 

SIMULATE 

This processor level comm.and instructs the processor to store 

the in-core module on the RAF work file and begin the simulation run, 

Simulation will continue until terminated by time reaching TMAX or 

interrupted by the user depressing the BREAK key or as a result of 

FLEX2 aborts, After an interrupt, the OS-3 control mode instruction 

MI will return the run to FLEX2 command mode. (See also CONTINUE and 

FREEZE.) 

Example: 

SIMULATE 
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STOP 

This processor level command directs the processor to terminate 

the current modelling session, Control is returned to OS-3. 

Example: 

STOP 

SUMMARY 

NOSUMMARY 

This pair of module specific commands turns the monitor summary on 

and off. The summary information includes model, run time, logical 

unit numbers used, initial X values, parameter values, and monitor values, 

and indices of defined functions. The summary goes to the line printer 

and dump file so a monitor summary is not necessary after the initial 

debugging run(s). 

Default condition is SUMMARY. 

Examples: 

NOSUMMARY. 

SUMMARY 



TARGET 

This module structuring command identifies the current module 

as the target or key system of interest. Several defaults are reset 

for the identified target module; DUMPLUN beco111es the lun passed with 

the D parameter in the FLEX2 call and LPLUN b~comes the lun passed with 

the L parameter. LOG, DUMP and TTYON are the default conditions for 

the target module, 

Example: 

TARGET 
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TITLE= 

This module specific command assigns an alphanumeric title to the 

model output to identify the run. If TITLE is not used, an identifying 

date and time label is still included. The· title may be up to 80 

characters long. Editing symbols have their same editing function within 

the title and the b,1ckslash may be used to backspace, Editing symbols 

are not printed. TITLE must be the last command on the input line, 

Examples: 

TITLE= WATERSHED MODEL, 

LAG= 7 TITLE= FIRST RUN 

TITLE= FIRST RUN LAG= 7 

RUN 3 X(S) = 17. 

(ok) 

(The title will be 

FIRST RUN LAG= 7 

but LAG will not be 

set to 7.) 



TMAX = ----

This model structuring command is used only in the top ghost 

of the hierarchical model or in the FLEX module for single level models. 

TMAX sets the terminating time for the simulation run. 

Default is to print initial conditions only. TM.lLX must be larger 

than TSTART or the run aborts. 

Example: 

MODELGET() = 1 

NUMBER= 3 

TMAX = 52 

TSTART = 

This model structuring command is used only in the top ghost of 

the hierarchical model or in the FLEX module for single level models. 

TSTART sets the initial or starting time of the simulation run. Initial 

time in each subsystem is zero, Default is zero, 

Example: 

MODELGET() = 1 

NUMBER= 3 

TSTART = 7 TMAX = 14 
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TTY= 

TTYKILL = 

These module structuring commands specify which variables go to the 

monitor (TTY, CRT or TEKSCOPE) unit (TTY=) or no longer go to the 

monitor (TTYKILL = ). Only one variable may be specified with a single 

command. These commands are similar in operation to LP/LPKILL and 

D/DKILL. 

Variables which can go to the monitor include z's, g's, f's, x's, 

and y's. Monitored variables may be changed mid-run. 

Examples: 

TTY= Y(7) TTY= F(6,6) 

TTYKILL = Y(7) TTY= Y(6) 

(y7 and f 6 , 6 go to the 

monitor.) 

(y
7 

no longer goes to the 

monitor, y
6 

goes to the 

t!lonitor.) 



TTYl = 

TTY2 = 

TTY3 = 

TTY4 = 

TTYS= 

----

----

These module structuring commands specify names up to 8 characters 

long for labelling the first five variables which go to the monitor. On 

the monitor listing, the processor will print the specified name rather 

than the FLEX2 designation for each variable listed in a command. The 

default is the use of FLEX2 standard designations, i,e., Y(l), X(3), etc, 

Example: 

TTYl = BIOMASS TTY2 = FOOD 

TTY3 = LENGTH 

TTYHEAD 

(The first output column 
will be labelled BIOMASS, 
the second FOOD, the third 
LENGTH, Fourth and fifth 
colunms, if printed, will 
have FLEX2 designations.) 

This module specific command prints on the monitor lun a list of 

all variables currently going to the monitor. 

Example: 

TTYHEAD 
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TTYLUN = lun 

This module specific command identifies the lun of the monitor. 

Do not send monitor outout from more than one module to the same lun 

to avoid mixing monitor outout, thus making it unintelligible. Default 

is 61 for all modules. (See TTYON) 

The target module monitor output goes to the lun after the T 

parameter in the FLEX2 call string. 

Exa1:1ples: 

TTYLUN = 8(3 

7~FLEX2 , T = 7 

MODELGET = 1,3 

TARGET 

NUMBER= 5 

(Subsystem s
3 

sends its 

monitor output to lun 7.) 



TTYON 

TTYOFF 

This module specific command specifies whether or not monitor output 

is desired. Default condition is TTYOFF in all modules except the target 

module (see TARGET). 

Examples: 

TTYOFF 

TTYON 

TTYPRT 

This module structuring command specifies the frequency of output 

to the monitor lun. Since printing variables every time step is 

expensive both in money and time, an integer larger than one should be 

used for most monitoring. Default value is one. 

Example: 

TTYPRT = 10 (Monitor output printed 

every tenth iteration.) 
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XD (i,r) = 

X.D ( ,r) = 

XD (i, ) = 

----

_, ' ... ' 

' ... ' 

(element) 

(column vector) 

(row vector) 

This r.i.odule structuring command sets the memory variables to their 

initial conditions. The memory is set up as a matrix with rows 

representing the delayed x' s and z' s ar:d the columns the k-r th past 

values of the variables. 

Values may be entered by element or by either vector method. This 

cormnand must follow the.LAG, LAGX and LAGZ commands. Default values arc 

zero. If all memory defaults to zero, one XD or ZD command is still 

required to initialize memory. 

Examples: 

LAG= 7 LAGX = 1,2,3 

XD(l,5) = 7.3 

XD(l, ) = 3.1,2,1.2 

XD( ,4) = 17 .3, 9.1, -3 

(x
1 

(k-5) = 7. 3) 

(x 1 (k-1) = 3.1, x1 (k-2) = 2, 

and x1 (k-3) = l,2,x
1 

(k-4), ... , 

x
1

(k-7) default to zero.) 

(xl (k-4) = 17.3, x2(k-4) = 9.1, 

and x3 (k•-4) = - 3. ) 

Note: The element form is used for accessing x's in Memory by all 

user-defined functions. 



XE( ) = _, _, 

XE(i) = ----

.... ' (:vector) 

(element) 

This module structuring command specifies the amount by which 

the x. variable indicated may change in a single computation cycle. 
1 

If 

I!':,. I > XE. 
1 1 

and XEi f 0 

then an error message is printed. If XE(i) is O (the default value) 

no checking is done. 

Example: 

XE(17) = 3.9 

XE()= 5,1~~,1~~ 

XL(i) = 

XL( ) = _, _, ... ' 

(If lt:,171>3.9 print) 

(If lt:,11>5, t:,2 >100 

or lt:,
3

j>100 print) 

(element) 

(vector) 

This module structuring command specifies the lower limit of the 

particular x .. If the x. value falls below the specified lower limit, 
1 1 

the variable will be reset to its lower limit and the value will be 

printed on the monitor lun. (See NOPRINT.) Default value is zero. 

Examples: 

XL(5) = -37 (Lower limit for XS = -37.) 

XL( ) 20,2~,-1~0 (Lower limit for xl = 20, 

for x2 
= 20 and for X3 = -100.) 
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XN(i) = 

XN( ) ' .... ' 

(element) 

(vector) 

This module specific command sets the initial conditions for the 

x. indicated to the values stated. Default is zero. 
1 

Examples: 

XN(17) = 23 

XN( ) = 5,5,17,4.2, lE-3 

XU(i) = -----

XU( ) = __ , ... ' 

(x
17 

(0) = 23) 

(x
1 

(0) = 5, 

x
3 

(0) = 17, 

and x
5

(0) = 

(element) 

(vector) 

x
2

(o) 

x
4

(0) 

,001) 

= 5, 

= 4.2, 

This module structuring command specifies the upper limit for 

that x1 . If the upper limit is exceeded, an error message is printed, 

Default value is 10100 . 

Examples: 

XU(14) = 9000 

XU( ) = 1E4, -100, .973 

(Upper limit for x14 = 9000,) 

(Upper limit for x1 = 10000, 

x2 = -100, and for X3 = .973.) 



YHAX = 

This module structuring command specifies the number of y variables 

defined. Ally's go to the dump file. This command should precede any 

commands which assign variables to the dump, log or monitor luns. 

Example: 

YHAX 17 (yl, Yz, .•• , Y17 go to 

the dump file.) 
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ZD (i, r) = 

ZD( ,r) 

ZD(i, ) 

-----

' ' - -

' ' - -

... ' 

... ' 

(element) 

(column vector) 

(row vector) 

This module structuring command sets the memory variables to their 

initial conditions. The memory is set up as a matrix with rows 

representing the delayed x' s and z 's and the columns the k•-r th past 

values of the variables, 

Values rr.ay be entered by element or by either row or column vector. 

This command must follow LAG, LAGX and LAGZ commands. Default values 

are zero, ZD operates similarly to XD. If all memory defaults to zero, 

one XD or ZD corrmand is still required to initialize memory. 

Examples: 

LAG= 4 LAGZ = 1,3,5 

ZD(l,3) = 17 (z (k-·3) = 17.) 
1 

ZD ( , 3) = 7, . 4, lE-4 (z
1 

(k-3) = 7, z/k-3) = • 4' 

and z
5

(k-3) = ,0001) 

ZD (1, ) = 4. , 2. , 1. (z (k• 1) 
1 

= 4, z l (k-2) = 2, 

and z1 (k-3) = 1. z1 (k-4) 

defaults to zero.) 

Note: The element form is used for accessing z's in Memory 

by all user-defined functions, 



Data Dump File Manipulations by Satellite Programs 

Line printer plots, Calcomp plots, BCD files of selected variables, 

and line printer listings may be generated from the dump files by several 

satellite programs. 

A. Satellite Program *F2PLOT, This program produces line printer 

plots from a FLEX2 dump file and a plot specification file, The calling 

procedure is: 

#EQUIP,l=<dump file name> 

#EQUIP,2=<specification file name> 

#REWIND,1,2 

ff*F2PLOT 

The program prints a model title, then asks "PLOT?" If a plot is desired, 

type 11YES11
; if not, type "NO," When the first plot is indicated the 

program reads information from the specification file and plots the data, 

For subsequent plots, in addition to asking "PLOT?", the program asks 

"SAME SPECS?" If the specifications desired for a plot are the same as 

the previous plot, type "YES." The program will process the plot, If 

specifications are different, type "NO" and the program will read a set 

of information from the specification file. 

1. 

2. 

Specification File 

Title Card 

Specification Card 

Col. 1-80 

Col. 1-2 

3-6 

identifying title 

number of variables 

selected for plotting 

(limited to 10 or fewer) 

starting time 
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7-10 time step multiple (n) 

11-14 stopping time 

3. Variable card(s) 1-2 position in dump file 

(use as many 3-10 alpha name of variable 

as number of (first character of name is 

selected variables) plotting symbol) 

11-20 maximum value 

21-30 minimum value 

The time variables can be used to select a subset of the data. 

Rather than starting at the first time step on the dump file, a later 

starting time may be specified. The stopping time can be used similarly 

to cut off a plot before the end of the dump file, The time step 

multiple (n) is used to skip records; every nth record is plotted, Note 

that this refers to records on the dump file, That is, if these records 

are for every fifth iteration (produced by using the command DPRT = 5 

prior to the simulation run) and if the plot time step multiple is two, 

then every other record will be plotted, i.e., every tenth iteration. 

B. Satellite Program *TRANSFER, This program creates a BCD file 

from the dump file, The BCD file may be used as driving data for a 

different model, as input to specially written analysis programs to 

produce sums, means, etc,, for special listing or in *GRAFIT to produce 

Calcomp plots, 

*TRANSFER closely parallels *F2PLOT in operation, The calling 

procedure is identical, except for. name; *TRANSFER is called instead of 

*F2PLOT. The program prints the model title, then asks "DO?" If a BCD 

file for the module is desired, type "YES"; if not, type "NO." After 



printing the transfer specifications for doublechecking, the program 

will ask "TIME?" If time (k) is to be included on the file as the first 

variable, type ''YES"; if not, type "NO." 

Several dump files may be processed sequentially. The program will 

ask "SAME SPECS?" If the transfer specifications are the same, type 

"YES"; if not, type 11NO" and another set of specifications will be read 

from the specification file, 

The *TRANSFER specification file has much the same structure as 

the *F2PLOT file. Minor changes include a format card and the variable 

count. After the specification card is a format card which gives the 

format of the BCD file produced. Parentheses must enclose the format. 

For example, the format card might be 

(8F9.4) 

E, F, and X format specifications are legal. 

On the specification card the first two columns still indicate the 

number of variables transferred and this is still limited to ten or 

fewer, If time (k) is included do not count it as one of the variables 

(i.e., 11 total values may be transferred), However time will count 

in the format statement. As an example cards two and three might read 

7 0 2 7(/J(/J 

(8Fl(/J,4) 

In this case time is included, so 8 values appear on the file, Time is 

the first variable transferred with the other variables following in the 

same order as their variable cards. 

c. Satellite Program *F2DPRNT, If a line printer listing of a 

simulation run or a copy of the dump file itself is desired, it may be 
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generated using the data dump file and the FLEX2 Satellite program 

*F2DPRNT. Run from a teletype in OS-3 control mode as follows: 

#*F2DPRNT, I= dump file name or lun, D = dump copy lun, 

L = lp copy lun, P = h (CR) 

A copy of the values of all variables sent to the dump file goes to the 

dump copy lun. A copy of all variables sent to the line printer which 

also went to the dump file goes to the lp copy lun. The integer after 

Pis the print interval desired. Thus, if n was 5 every fifth record 

sent to the dump file would be printed on the appropriate lun. D and L 

have their lun values default to 61. P defaults to one whether included 

in parameter string or not. 
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AI. ERROR MESSAGES 

For the most part, *FLEX2 error messages are self-explanatory. The 

major difference lies between the instruction 

REENTER 

and the instruction 

REENTER VALUE 

which is printed only when an error is detected on commands entered from 

a TTY. In the first case the command, equal sign, and the value must be 

typed again (as well as anything which followed that command on the same 

input line.). In the second case, only the value in error and what was 

entered to the right of it need be re-entered. 

If the cause of the error is not apparent, enter: ?? This will cause 

a complete error message to be printed. 

Below is a complete list of *FLEX2 error messages and their meanings. 

VSYM represents an internal variable symbol of FLEX, BASESYM represents 

any command keyword (i.e. CLEAR, XD( , ), XN( ), etc.), SYM represents any 

symbol (i.e. misspelled commands, etc.), and K represents the Kth 

character position in the input record (ccunting from the left.). 

Al.l 

1. "Err on Keyword BASESYM while scanning BASESYM at position 0 invalid 

definition of array bounds in VARDEF." This indicates an error 

in the *FLEX2 processor and should be brought to the attention of 

the FLEX maintenance personnel. 

2. "Err on Keyword BASESYM while scanning BASESYM at position 0 error 

in VARDEF -- invalid type." *FLEX2 error. See 1. 



Al. 2 

3. "Err on Keyword BASESYX while scanning SYX at position K: 

a. keyword not defined." *FLEX2 was expecting a new connnand 

(keyword) but the new SYX was not a keyword. Recover by 

re-entering entire command. 

b. invalid keyword." Same as 3a, except SYX was not an alpha 

numeric symbol - check array bounds or format of previous 

COll!llland. 

c. invalid character after keyword." In some cases an '=' 

sign is needed after a command and this did not appear. 

Or parentheses were mismatched. Recover by re-entering 

entire command. 

d. non-integer subscript." An integer subscript was expected 

(i.e. X(8)), but something else occurred. Recover by 

re-entering entire connnand. 

e. subscript exceeds array bounds." A subscript was larger 

than the maximum allowed (i.e. X(84)). Recover by re

entering entire command. 

f. value must be integer." SYX was probably not a number. 

Recover entering. correct value or by re-entering entire 

connnand. 

g. value must be real." SYX was probably not a number. 

Recover by re-entering only the quantity(ies) on the right 

side of the '=' sign. 

h. variable cannot be specified again." Some commands cannot 

be specified twice without using CLEAR. BASESYX is the 



erroneous command. This message occurs only if another 

command has been processed between the two specifications 

(i.e. you may change NUMBER if you do so innnediately after 

the first entry). Recover by entering CLEAR for the module 

effected. 

i. value must be a symbol." *FLEX2 does not recognize the SYM 

because it has a digit as its first character. Recover by 

re-entering entire command. 

j. end of file - processing not complete." An end of file was 

reached before completing the processing of a command. Re

cover by re-entering quantity(ies) on the right side of the 

'=' sign. 

k. character string too long." The SYM for keyword BASESYM 

must be 8 characters or less. Recover by re-entering 

entire command. 

1. equal sign not found." The next character after a command 

was not an '=' sign. Recover by re-entering entire command. 

m. invalid definition of array bounds in VARDEF." See 1. 

n. another variable must be specified first." To process the 

command another command must precede it, e.g. NUMBER 

must be specified prior to x limits, initial x's, or any 

memory specification; LAG, prior to XDor ZD. Recover 

by entering prerequisite connnand(s), then re-enter entire 

command. 

o. unable to equip saved file." There was no saved file with 

the given name, it was a public file and someone else was 
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using it, or all luns from 1 to 49 are currently equipped. 

Enter corrected file names, unequip a lun from 1 to 49 or 

try again later. 

p. number of subscripts specified is invalid." Either sub

scripts were used with a non-subscripted command or the 

wrong number of subscripts were indicated (too many or too 

few commas). Recover by re-entering entire command. 

4. "Error on print spec, SYM ignored." The variable requested 

cannot be selected for output, or the subscript is non-numeric 

or less than 1, or there is an invalid number of subscripts 

specified. This print request is ignored. 

5. "Too many print selections." More than 110 variables have been 

selected for output. Only the first 110 will be used. (105 for 

*FLEX3). 

6. "Invalid lun - SYM ignored." If LP lun was not between 1 and 

49, no log (LP listing) could be made. If dump was not between 

1 and 49, but was equipped, the run would abort. Recover by 

re-assigning luns. 

7. "Invalid function file." An empty file, or a non-binary 

(uncompiled) function file was used. Recover by re-entering entire 

command. 

8. "Invalid X dimension." NUMBER was read as O or negative or 

greater than 63. Recover by immediately re-entering entire 

command. 

9, "Too many past values specified." Caused by memory block over

flow (i.e., total number of variables in memory times maximum 



past values retained is greater than 200 or 250 for *FLEX3). 

Recover by entering CLEAR. for that module. 

10. "Error condition prevails." An error condition remained 

uncorrected when the simulate co1llllland was entered., Recover by 

correcting last error. 

11. "Abnormal termination of simulation run." Some non-recoverable 

error has occurred. Recover by starting afresh. 

12. "Error." An error has occurred. Precedes further error clarifi

cation. No further explanation indicates an inoperable connnand 

was entered, or no monitor module existed when the simulate 

co1llllland was given. 

13. "X( ) = SYM in XSQN K = SYM KPRIME = SYM." X( ) has decreased 

below its lower limit and has been reset to that lower limit. 

14. "X() is out of range in MSQN." X() has increased above its 

upper limit. 

15. "Change in X() exceeds limit in MSQN." ti() exceeded the error 

limits. Errors 13, 14 and 15 do not terminate a simulation run. 

16. "Recursion overflow." *FLEX2 keeps track of the nesting of 

functional dependence. Although the g functions need not be 

indexed in numerical order, so that gi never references a gj, j.:::_i, 

it must be possible to construct such an order. If nesting 

of functional dependence exceeds 50 or if a function references 

itself using parentheses, this message will occur. Recover 

by changing functions and starting over. 

17. "Variable not valid for LIST connnand." Only those variables and 

commands in the Section IV List connnand entry are valid. Recover 
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by re-entering entire command. 

18. "Invalid model indices." The module number accompanying a 

command contained imbedded zeroes or numbers greater than 63. 

Recover by re-entering the command. 

19. "Continue what?" The continue command is not valid unless 

preceded at some time by a break and the MI command (possibly 

followed by the FREEZE command during some earlier simulation). 

20. "Parameter error work file not a RAF or MSF." The lun specified 

by the W Parameter in the *FLEX2 call was invalid. Recover by 

recalling *FLEX2. 

21. "Module already exists." The NEWINDEX command was given with a 

module nUillber already assigned to another module. Recover by 

re-entering the command with a new module number. 

22. "Too many F functions." Self explanatory. 

23. "Input processor too large." Contact reflex maintenance personnel. 

24. ''MSQN is current module." A model structuring command was entered 

that related the current module with itself. MSQN must specify 

a different module. 

25. ''MSQN does not exist." A model structuring command was entered 

that related the current module with a module which does not exist. 

26. "Already defined with another MSQN." A model structuring command 

was entered that specified a relation that had been previously 

defined. If you wish to redefine this relation you must CLEAR this 

module and redefine all model structure pointers associated with 

it. 



27. ''MSQN does not point back to current .map.'' This will result when 

an attempt is made to declare the MSQN module the right or left 

module to two other modules .. If you wish to change the model 

structure, you must CLEAR the modules containing incorrect pointers 

and restructure them from scratch, redefining all pointers lost. 

28. ''MSQN/current module have different ghosts." A model structuring 

command was entered that .defined a left-right subsystem relation 

between modules previously defined as having different ghosts. If 

you wish to change the model structure, you must CLEAR the modules 

containing incorrect pointers and restructure them from scratch, 

redefining all pointers lost. 

29. ''MSQN has another ghost. 11 This will result when an attempt is made 

to declare MSQN module the FIRST SUB of two different ghosts. 

Note: MSQN is module sequence number. 
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LOADER ERROR MESSAGES. Unless the user recognizes the subprogram or entry 

point name as being one of their own defined functions the message and 

circumstances should be reported to *FLEX2 maintenance personnel. 

PPPPP - Subprogram name. 

EEEEE - Entry point name. (FORTRAN function or 

subroutine name.) 

TTT - Type of OS3 binary loader card (IDC, RIF, 

XNL, EPT, TRA, EXS). 

EEEEE UNDEFINED SYMBOL IN PPPPP 

The external symbol or FORTRAN subroutine name 

EEEEE was used in program PPPPP, but after loading 

no such entry point or FORTRAN subroutine was 

found. 

EEEEE DUPLICATE SYMBOL IN PPPPP 

While loading routine PPPPP, the entry point or 

FORTRAN subroutine name EEEEE was found a second 

time. Often this is caused by loading two copies 

of the same subprogram. 

NON-LOADER FILE LUN XX 

ILLEGAL BCD RECORD LUN XX 

The loader was instructed to load from LUN XX. 

However, the information on LUN XX was not a loader file. 



CAN NOT EQUIP SAVE FILE XXXX 

The loader was asked to equip file XXXX. However, 

either no such file exists, or the file is busy. 

PPPPP TTT CARD OUT OF SEQUENCE 

Missing, extra, or scrambled cards in a loader 

file. 

PPPPP TTT CHECKSUM ERROR 

Either a card has been incorrectly read or 

punched or the card type (TTT) is TRA which 

indicates that there are extra or omitted 

cards. Every binary loader record is check

summed except for the TRA card which contains a 

checksum for the complete subprogram. 

PPPPP DATABLOCK SIZE ERROR 

A labeled common area in program PPPPP was 

larger than the same labeled common area in 

a previous program and the loader could not 

expand the labeled comm.on area without causing 

a memory allocation overlap. 

PPPPP MEMORY OVERFLOW 

Program PPPPP caused the sum of all memory used 

by routines and labeled common to exceed 8K 
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words. This error occurs if the size of all 

the user-defined functions is too large (see Section IIIB). 

LIBRARY FORMAT ER.ROR 

A file or logical unit was declared a library 

but was not in the correct loader library 

format. 

PPPPP EXS FORMAT ER.ROR 

EXS card not in proper format. 

PPPPP EEEEE EXS STRING LOOP 

The loader, while following an external linkage 

chain, has detected a loop. If this is the only 

error, it may indicate that the program that 

generated the binary deck PPPPP has made an error. 

LUN XX RECORD SIZE ERROR 

A record too long for the loader input buffer 

has been read. 

PPPPP TTT ILLEGAL RELOCATION 

Relocatable information is not relocated in a 

meaningful way. This error should not normally 

occur. 



LUN XX REWOUND 

Logical unit XX was left at end-of-data. The 

loader will rewind the unit before reading from 

it. 

LUN XX EMPTY 

The logical unit is both at loadpoint and at 

end-of-data. 
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*F2LOAD AND *F3LOAD ERROR MESSAGES 

INVALID OR NO F PARAMETER 

This indicates that either (a) no F ~ <name> 

conunand appeared in the parcµneter string or (b) 

no lun is available. The solution to (a) is 

obvious. To solve (b), unequip some lun 

between 1 and 10 and try again. This seldom 

occurs. 

TOO MANY FUNCTIONS SPECIFIED 

If more than 70 g functions or 63 f functions 

were specified, this will occur (35 g's and 

20 f's for *FLEX3). 
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OS3 ERROR MESSAGES. 

The following messages may result from FLEX programming errors. 

Suggestions for correction are given; however, if the error persists, 

the message and circumstances should be reported to the *FLEX2 

maintenance personnel. 

I.LLEGAL INSTRUCTION . . . . 
A linkage error has occurred. This most likely means that a 

parameter string for one or more of the F, G, H, ZCOMP, YCOMP, 

VARIN, VAROUT routines is incorrect, or a user-defined subroutine 

or function is called with an incorrect parameter string. 

MEMORY PROTECT VIOLATION 

LUN nn UNDEFINED 

Make sure the lun is correctly set up by a DLUN, LPLUN, or TTYLUN 

command. 



All. Three Examples 

FLEXFORMS," Programs and Runs 

The following three examples are all based on exactly the same model. 

This was done to show some of the flexibility in model representation 

afforded by FLEX2. The model used is one of energy flow in the English 

Channel (highly modified from Harvey, 1948 and Brylinsky, 1972). Each 

A2.l 

example consists of a FLEXFORM or REFLEXFORM, FORTRAN programs, colIUlland files 

and a simulation run. In addition, the first example also has a sample batch 

run colilllland file included. 

The first example shows the model in FLEX representation. The second 

example shows the model in REFLEX representation, as does the third. The 

second differs from the third in that the second is structured so as to 

minimize run cost by minimizing necessary calculations while the third is 

structured so that each module may be uncoupled and run in isolation with 

no programming modifications. 

It should be obvious from examination of the following examples that 

there is no "right" way of model implementation. Different structures have 

different benefits. These examples are offered as guidelines. 

Brylinsky, Michael. "Steady-State Sensitivity Analysis of Energy Flow in a 
Marine Ecosystem," pages 81-100. IN: Systems Analysis and Simulation 
in Ecology, Volume II, B. C. Patten (ed.), 592 page. 1972. 

Harvey, H. W. "On the production of living matter in the sea off Plymouth," 
J. Marine Biology Association, United Kingdom, 29:97. 1950. 
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FLEX MODEL OF: English Channel Cyclic Version 1 

INVESTIGATORS: Overton and White 

DATE: 4/12/73 

TIME RESOLUTION: Weekly 

QUANTITY: Biomass Equivalents 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST Description 

2. Z FUNCTIONS 

z 1 = 13.2754 

4. G FUNCTIONS 

(Reflex correspondence in parentheses) 

Phytoplankton (x
1 

in G, x
1 

in PP) 

Zooplankton (x in FC) 
1 

Pelagic Fish (x
2 

in FC) 

Benthic Fauna (x 3 in FC) 

Demersal Fish (x 4 in FC) 

Detritus (x
1 

in IU, x
3 

in G) 

Bacteria (Microorganisms) (x in IU, x
4 

in G) 
2 

Free Nutrients (x
3 

in IU, x
5 

in G) 

Description 

Insolation (z 1 in G) 

Description 

production 
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g2 = b5gl 

g3 = b6x2 + b7x4 

g4 = b8x3 + b9x4 

gs = min{g 4 , bl0x2} 
I 

g6 =lmin{g, b 
i 3 11 

g7 = g6b6x/g3 

g8 = g6b7x4/g3 

5. F FUNCTIONS 

f = g - r X 
2,2 7 2 2 

f2 3 = g5b8x3/g4 
' 

f 3 3 = r X - 3 3 
' 

f = b X 
3,6 17 3 

f4 4 = g - r X , 8 4 4 

f 
4,5 

X } 
1 

Nutrient demand (g 3 in G) 

Food chain demand for phytoplankton 
(x 6 in G, y 1 in FC) 

Demand for zooplankton (g 1 in FC) 

Consumption of zooplankton (g2 in FC) 

Consumption of phytoplankton (g2 in G) 

Phytoplankton consumption by zooplankton 
(g

3 
in FC) 

Phytoplankton consumption by benthic fauna 
(g

4 
in FC) 

Growth increment of bacteria 
(g

1 
in IU) 

Description 

Production, respiration & consumption 
(f 1 l in PP) 

' 
Consumption, respiration (f 1 1 in FC) 

' 
Consumption of zooplankton by pelagic 
fish (f in FC) 

1 , 2 

Consumption of zooplankton by benthic 
fauna (f 1 3 in FC) 

' 
Detritus input (f 1 sin FC) 

' 
Respiration (f 2 2 in FC) 

' 
Detritus input (f in FC) 

2,5 

Consumption, respiration (f 3 3 in FC) 
' 

Consumption of benthic fauna by 
demersal fish (f in FC) 

3,4 



f4 6 , = bl8x4 

fs s , = -r5X5 

f = b X 
5,6 19 5 

f6 7 , = g9 

f = r X 
7,8 7 7 

f8 8 = -g2 , 

7 . Y FUNCTIONS 

Detritus input (f3 5 in FC) 
' 

Respiration (f4 4 in FC) , 
Detritus input (f4,5 in FC) 

Transfer from detritus to bacteria 
(fl 2 in IU) , 
Release of free nutrients 

Free nutrient amount 

Description 

See description under 
X List. 

(f3,3 

(f2 3 in 
' 

in IU) 
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PARAMETERS 

8. B PARAMETERS 

List Value Description 

bl 22 

b2 -.1 

b3 -.1 

b4 -.1 

bs .08 Stoichiometric parameter . 

b6 . 41 

b7 .056 

bs .075 

b9 .007 

bl 0 .17 

bl 1 .41 

bl2 2 

bl 3 -.1 Cycle parameter. 

bl4 .007 

b15 .1 

b16 .04 

bl 7 .0016 

bl 8 .0013 

bl 9 .0017 



9. R PARAMETERS 

List 

r 
1 

r2 

r 
3 

r4 

rs 

r6 

r7 

10. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

List 

XN: X 
1 

X 
2 

x3 

x4 

X 
5 

x6 

X7 

XS 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

TSTART = 0 

TMAX = 104 

q = .!. 

A2,7 

Value 

.202634 

.3231115 

.088367 

.1119356 

.0709257 

.9640958 

Value 

20, 

8,3 

9.9 

85. 

6.2 

10. 

.7 

10 
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MONITOR: 

MONITOR TIME RESOLUTION: 10 

LP, DUMP: All y' s 

DIAGRAM 

COMMENTS: Exact duplicate of Reflex English Channel Version 1. 

BEHAVIOR: b 5 is the stoichiometric parameter. 

If b 5 < .08, x
8 

increases monotonically. 

If b 5 > .09, x
8 

decreases monotonically. 

Yi, ••• , Ya 

b 13 • -1: Generates persistent cycles between detritus and 

bacteria of phase=~ year. 

b 13 = -.5: These cycles are much shorter and quickly damps. 



00001: C 
00002: 
00003: 
0000Li: 
00005: 
00006: 
00007: C 
00008: 
00009: 
00010: 
00011: 
00012: 
00013: 
00-ClLi: 
0001,5: 
00016: 
00e 11: 
00018: 
00019: 
0002k'.l: 
001J2 l: 
00022: 
00023: 
0002Li: 
00025: 
00026: 
00027: 
00028: 
00029: 
00030: 
00031 : 
00032: 
00033: 
0003Li: 
00035: 
00036: 
00037: 
00038: 
00039: 
00040: 
00041: 
000Li2: 
000Li3: 
000£1£1: 
000Li5: 

PROGRAMS 

ECYC 1 c 1 
SUBROUTINE cCOMPCK,X,B,R,~,T0,T> 
DI MEN.SI ON ·~cl> 
cC1>=13.275Li 
RETUhN 
END 

ECY CIC, 1 
FUNCTION [01CK,X,b,R,~> 
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DIMENSION X<l>,BCl>,PCl>,:.ZCl> 
G0l=FMINCbCI>•Ct.-EXPCLC2>*XCl>>>*Cl ■ -EXPCbC3)*K<B>>>* 

CC 1 • - EX F Cb C Li>* t: C 1 > > > , X (8 > I BC 5 > > 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION [02CK,X,b,k,c> 
DIMENSION XC 1>,bC 1>,1'C l>,cC l> 
( 0 02=BC 5>*CC01 > 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION G03CK,X,5,k;l> 
D I M EN .SI ON X C 1 > , B C 1 > , f. C 1 > , 2 C 1 > 
G03=BC6>*XC2>+6C7>*XCLi> 
kETURN 
END 
FUNCTIJN f04CK,X,b,R,~> 
DIMENSION XCl>,bCl>,RCl>,cCl) 
f0Li=BC8>*XC3>+8(9>*XCLi> 
RETU1'N 
END 
FUNCTION G05CK,X,8,R,c> 
DIMENSION XC 1>,bC 1>,RC 1>,t!C 1) 

f05=FMINCGC0Li>,bCl0>*XC2>> 
kETUkN 
END 
FUNCTION G06CK,X,B,R,c> 
DIMENSION XC 1> ,bC 1>,RC l>,~C 1> 
G 06 =FM I NC G C 0 3 > , BC 11 > * X C 1 > > 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION f07CK,X,B,~,?) 
DIMENSION XC l>,bC 1>,kC 1>,tcC 1) 

f,07=tC06>*bC6>*XC2J/fC03) 
RETUkN 
END 
FUNCTIJN (0BCK,X,b,k,~> 
UIMENSION XC 1>,b< 1>,k< l>,H 1) 
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00046: 
00047: 
00048: 
0004-J: 
00050: 
00051: 
00052: 
00053: 
00054: C 
00055: 
00056: 
00057: 
00058: 
00059: 
00060: 
eoe.6 1: 
00062: 
00063: 
00064: 
00065: 
00066: 
00067: 
00068: 
'30069: 
0~07 0: 
00071: 
00072: 
0007 3: 
0007 4: 
0007 5: 
00076: 
0007 7: 
00078: 
00079: 
0008 f1: 
0008 1: 
0008 2: 
~)008 3: 
000tl 4: 
0008 5: 
0008 6: 
0008 7: 
00kJ88: 
00089: 
0(1{'.;9 0: 

G08=G{06>•BC7>•XC4)/GC03> 
RETURN 
ENtJ 
FUNCTION G09CK,X,b,R,l> 
DIM EN .SI ON X C 1 >, b C 1 >,RC 1 >, i: C 1 > 
C-.09=FMINCbC12>•XC7>•Cl.-EXPCBC13>*XC6>>>,XC6>> 
kETUkN 
END 

ECYClFl 
FUNCTION F0101CK,X,b,R,?> 
DIM ENS I t)N X C 1 > , b C 1 > , h C 1 > , ;z C 1 > 
F010l=C-.C01>-RC 1 >•XC l>-GCG6> 
RETlJkN 
END 
FUNCTION F0202CK,X,6,~,7) 
DIMENSION XC l>,6C l>,kC lh~C ll 
F0202=GC07>-kC2>•XC2>-8Cl6>•XC2> 
RETUkN 
ENIJ 
FUNCTION F0203CK,X,6,k,r-> 
DIM EN SI ON X C 1 > , 8( 1 > , h C 1 >, H 1 > 
F0203=GC05>*6CB>*XC3)/GC04> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0204CK,X,B,R,l> 
DIM ENS I ON X C 1 > , BC 1 > , f~ C 1 > , i C 1 > 
F0204=GC05>•bC9>•XC4)/GC04> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0303CK,X,b,R,l> 
DI M EN SI ON X C 1 > , b C 1 > , k C 1 > , ;z C 1 > 
F0303=-RC3>•XC3>-BC17>•XC3> 
RETURN 
ENO 
FUNCTION F0404CK,X,b,R,~> 
DI MENS I ON X C 1 > , BC 1 > , h C 1 > , ~ C l > 
F0404=GC08>-RC4>*XC4>-bC18>•XC4> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0405CK,X,8,R,r> 
DIMENSION .XC 1>,bC 1>,f-C lh7.C 1> 
F0405=FMINCbC 14>•XC4>,bC 15>•XC!:>)) 
RETUkN 
END 
FUNCTION·F~~05CK,X,8,k,e> 



0009 1: 
000') 2: 
0009 3: 
0009 Li: 
0009 5: 
00096: 
0009 7: 
00098: 
0009 9: 
00100: 
001 01: 
001 02: 
00103: 
00104: 
00105: 
0011)6: 
00107: 
00108: 
00109: 
001 H:1: 
001 1 l : 
001 12: 
00 1 1 J: 
001 1 4: 
00115:C 
001 16: 
001 17: 
00118: 
001 19: 
00120: 
0012 I: 
00122: 
00123: 
00 l 2L.: 
00125: 
00126: 
00127: 

IJIMENSI ON X < 1 >, BC 1 >, f<.C 1 >, c < 1 > 
F0505=-kC5>*XC5>-bC19>*XC5> 
kETUkN 
END 
FUNC1ION F0606CK,X,b,k,l> 
DH✓.ENSION )(CJ>,6Cl>,kC1>,Hl) 
F0606=b( 16>*X<2>+BC 17>*X< 3>+8( 18>*X< 4)+8< 19>*-XC5> 
RETURN 
ENU 
FUNCTION F0607CK,X,E,k,~> 
DIMEN.'::iION XC 1>,8< 1>,RC 1>,l< l> 
F 06 07= C-C ~J9 > 
RETUi~N 
END 
FUNCTION F0708CK,X,b,k,~> 
DIMEN.Sl:JN XC 1>,f::'(1),h( 1),7( 1) 
F 07 08 = k ( 7 hi< C 7 > 
RETUr.:N 
END 
FUNCTION F0808CK,K,b,k,l> 
DIMENSION XC 1>,bC 1>,RC 1>,?:C l> 
F 08 08 = - (- C 02 > 
RETLJkN 
END 

ECYC1Y 1 
SUBROUTINE YCOMF<K,X,E,R,Y,XS,1> 
DIMEN.'::iION XC 1>,BC 1>,h< t>,YC 1> 
Y<l>=,Hl> 
YC2>=XC2> 
YC3)=XC3) 
YC4>=XC4> 
YC5>=XC5> 
YC6)=XC6) 
YC7>=XC7) 
YC8>=XC8> 
f<:ETURN 
END 

A2.ll 
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COMMAND FILE *ECYClMl 

00001:~0UELGETC>=l 
00002:NUMbEk=~ TMAK=l04 Q=l FUNLOAU=*ECYC101 
0UC--H.i 3: t 1-\c,C-~ T 
000('.) L!: Y i.-1 t\K =8 
8C:Jc,os:nY=YC1) 1TY=Y(6) 1'{Y=Y(7) "f1Y'=Y(8) 
l:5lU(i:6:T1Yl=f-HY10 TTY~=lli~Ti":ITUS lTY~-l=bACTEFIA 1TY4=NUThlF.:N1 
0G007:LP=YC1) LP=YC~> LP=YC3> LP=YC~) LP=f-(5) LF=YC6) LP=YC7> LP=YC8) 
iJ 0 G 0'::, : b < > = 2 2, - • 1 , - • 1 , - • 1 , • 1-/3 , • L! 1 , • r; S 6., • C 7 5, • Ct?: 7 , • 1 7 , -
00r0;09: .41,2,-.1,. cr:,7, .1, .LLi, .cc 16, .0c13, .ue,n 
00Cl L: i,( > = • 2C26 3L1,. 3~J 111::>,. 033 367,. 1119 356,. !<'7 C.9?5,, \:,,. ') 6LH)9 53 
(ij 0 CJ 1 1 : Xi\ < ) = 2 C, 3 • 3, 9 • 9 , :3 j, 6 • 2, 1 u, . 7, 1 0 
0(0012:lITLi:.=El\iCLI.::;rl CH/1,\i,'Jt:.L CYCLIC vt:h. l• f;L;N 1. C\• 
008 1 3: I l\ f U'l = 6 0 

BATCH RUN 

000Gl:[JJ8,777777,XXK~,CURTIS WHITE 
GG Ci 0 2 : [ H i': t: = 3 C 0 
C00GJ:[MFbLKS=l000 
0v.n:JCL!: [ F~C Lil P, l-1\:i=F I Lb 44=F I Lb 5= *ECY C l~i 1 
CG005:(*FL~X2,L=44,D=4G 
L00C-6: I 1\J f')U1 = 5 
0GUUt:11YOF~ NOSUMMAkY SIMULATE 

00Ui.:J9: [ Fh L,0 
00010:(SAVf,40=*ECYC1Ul 
~J00 l 1: f EC1LJI P, 33=LP 
~0012:(*LPLA6lL,33/SAVf FOk CU~TI~/ ~HITE 
BC013:(GJ~Y,I=44/~,O=33,~=0 
0u014: [LUh)fr' 



TELETYPE RUN 

#~0UI r, l=FI LC: 
#iUnfkA~,I=**ECYCl,K,U=l 

t,(;,)i-'Y, I= 1/K 

- NO t.ht-UI'\' ::5, r.'di, f C:li•:P 
- MJ t.1':hOk~ F.Jk ( 01 
- NO U,hJ" S F•.Jrs. C 1:j2 

- NO l:.~h')K~ F•)r~ (. ()j 

- N~1 t.hl<:Jh:, FOr-- ( l' L; 

- t'-10 E. t-.r-:J t\ ::i fljf-,. ( l,S 
- NO l:.hhOf,~ ftJh ( l16 

Nt) Ehi·,Ui--'.:i FLJ/, ( Vi 
- i\ ;) f::r,h'Ji-- ~ F.Jh l (:;3 

- 1\0 E. h kl)"::, F\J: ("V;J 

- i\l (J f:..t,i-J k .:i F')h f L 1 v, 1 
- /\'!) t..hkdi--.:::, f,.Jf<: f'k;2C2 
- i\U r..hh0h~ Fl)t-; f1J2Z3 
- l\: I] i::Ki-Oh~ F'rJh fU~•GL; 
- [\;!) ii., kl' •Jr,:, r <Jr< F1_,J,J3 
- 1\i 0 t..1'kUl\::, F •Jr, fl:!i/VJL.i 

- NO t1,h.01, .s t•Or-, F O L.jlJ~ 

- 1\0 [1-,hOk;:i FOk Fd:>CS 
- 1\0 ir-.kJK .S F\.Jt\ ~~ L.:) 6 06 
- /\:() ~r-hOh::, i-"Ok FC6u~, 
- /\:1) l:..t,idK.:i FJK F'(1'i 08 
- NO EhhOK.S FOK r t:s 08 
- C\JO U,h(Jh ::> r· 1J,~ tC·Jr-·;p 

#*F2LUAU,56,L=*kF~Llb 
b\iH::h Llh\J Uk NM,!:: F\)k FU1\C'II'Ji\/ Ovi::kLAY. 
H.L'fC101 

#kt.LE.ASE, 56 

*fLl::K2/D~J \IL'.'.• 0 
FLEX/ kiFL!:..X flN~kAL MUDiL P~OCl:..S~Oh 

*******************~******************* 
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ENlEk I Nf-'Ul S/ U)i•ii'IP.NIJS 
>INPt..;f=H:CtLli": 1 

EN1£~ INPGl~/COM~hND~ 
>::; I f,, u L f-->. l r~ 

G8/3f,/7 L; 

083016~6 

•,. 
~JA1E VA~IAbLi~ 8 
Ii\I 11 AL TI iv,r.:, 0 
it:.ki'-d i\(-d I 'Jlv 104 
r,E . .S.JLU'!l Ji\: hA11\J 1 

Cil1\Tf,UL 11\Pul LLit\i 6C 
Ll~E PKI~f£k L~~ 44 
DA1~ uGMF LG~ 40 

LU l- 1-)t\i L Ui\i 4 "i 

C 1 > 

C 6> 

llY hdi\j l I,\1 U\\IPL 
DATA UUMP I~li~~AL 
LP ~~!Ni IN1~NVAL 

CONtf\•.)L ,JLJl,--GT LL.;'\ 61 
FUN CH J.~ H-.; Pu l Ll:N :>2 

C 7 > 

C 3> 

C 8> 

C S > 

I i\l TI AL .>, t::'.•l-JU(JG[ 01 8•30v..•Ut.. 00 9dC-C{if L(j S.5C-CUt.. Vl 6.200Ct.: !-'•0 
l • ~1(,Gi,1:-, 0 l 7. t,L,IJ1t;t..- G l 1. 0081,E. !C 1 

L,~f-'Eh Lli•HT 1.(~)~)GEl0'.~ 1.0H.·LJE10i1 1.ubC'bt:.100 1.CH1(Jtl(~;c, 1.rJ(:,(1('.iEl(?(J 

LO v t. h LI:-•; I I 

EhkOh LIMI"l 

h LOi'\'--dAi\T~ 

b C -.l i\· .::d A i'.(J :::> 

l • \QCUi2-f 1 LU 1 • v:bliCl:.100 1 • b(;LQiE 1 Ltl 

fJE OF> 
0E 0U 

0[ UCi 
01:.: GL~ 

2.C:::::63~-lil 
0E. (j t~ 

2 • ~'.l!UC r... ( '. 1 -

r;t: OG 
()[ 00 

DE (,'.~) 

i::E C:i (J 

J.2Jl 11:_-U 1. 
?_.J,.£41 vrr:- u 1 

1 . nn.H-~- r,-. 1 

(j[ 00 
et (;[; 

CE no 
01::.. ki0 

b•b367f-0::: 

- 1 • C:1 CJ Cl. t' -\Jl 

Ct. (i ~I 0E b0 

OF~ rr. Cf.' 1,:c 

1 . 1 lJ.£.E-Cl 7 •b1~6f-t:2 

- 1 . (!I· r :1, F - ( • 1 ~,. • l.'(J,f:'Clt:- 1'c 



Ud / 3 ·~• I 7 L; Li:56 .Ptvi t:.M·LI:::;:-i CHf-.,\i!\it.L CYCLIC vtr'• 1. i'Ui\' l• ci. 

083£'.J16S6 Mt)DEL ::iEl-LE,,C~. !\(). 1;:;c1:: ChLL U.t:.<i 

FL0 1-~ Fl!;'-iCll,)i\~ - * = iJEfl t\ F:iJ 

1 2 3 -4 !) 6 ·, 8 
I'( l , .J) * ~) li ~) C 12 L y, 
/'( .::'., J) ID * >:< * (j. () I(, l:) 

r ( 3, J) 0 v :;: I/ () 1z, (!J tJ 

i• ( Li, J) V..1 C k: * * Q 0 L} 

r·c 5, J) ~j e iJ 0 * 0 l:J 0 
re 6,J> (;'1 G V,' _, 0 (:J * * e 
Fe 7,J> ('.; G u G 0 0 0 * F< ti,J> 0 (j (.l ('.) G 0 0 * 

I~UICIES OF DiFINED l FUNCTION~ 
l 2 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 'J 

YC0M~ SUbk0UTINE IS UEFI~fD 
:l(;Jtv;P !:ilibhOUTI l\J E: J ~ u[r I 1\ t. 0 

l:8 I 3 u/7 L. 

uS:Jf.,1656 • 
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2 

3 

Lj 

6 

IN'I 1:.1'-L,Pi t.Li 

16. 6208 L.S 

14• 7C33S I 

1 3 • 1 o C:, Li8 t 

13.l !:>I 665 

lJE1hl1US 

10.oeuo00 

9 • :>831 1 1 

4o3:>8U6t 

r (,, 'J r-;-, I t\ PU 1 :j / c.; 0 (·it,; Pi\! D::, 
>,,1;JDt:...Ll-Ll<>=l 1Mf-\X.=H G.)NfINUt: 

uL D ;v; J O[L 

10 

1Jd613HJ 

22.77lbl7 

L~ 11! r, I i\ F VJ ::, / C J i''i l'-', At\il) S 
>f h r-r~7r.: 

3 • Li 1213') 

BAG1EhIA NUlkllNI. 

.700000 t0.00EOC0 

.910H32 9.967945 

1. 1548 1 5 Hi• 18 41 6~ 

' l • .t;C133l 1v.66llC2.l 

1. :>S 1,:;66.6 

1. u363 l 1 

13-851}}6 

• 2 l i.i3b ►.:i 



MODEL NUMBER: 1,0 

RESOLUTION 

Weekly 

Weekly 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST 

xl 

x2 

X3 

x4 

XS 

x6 

x7 

A2.17 

REFLEX MODEL OF: English Channel Version 1 

INVESTIGATORS: Overton and White 

DATE: 4/12/73 

TIME RESOLUTION: Weekly 

QUANTITY: Biomass Equivalents 

TITLE: Ghost Module (G) 

DIAGRAM 

Description 

Phytoplankton 

Consumers 

Detritus 

Bacteria 

Free nutrients 

Phytoplankton demand by consumers 

Input to detritus by consumers 
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2. Z FUNCTIONS 

z
1 

= 13. 2754 

4 . G FUNCTIONS 

7. Y FUNCTIONS 

PARAMETERS 

8. B PARAMETERS 

List 

bl 

b2 

b3 

Value 

22. 

-.1 

-.1 

Description 

Insolation 

Description 

Phytoplankton consumption by 
consumers. 

Nutrient demand. 

See description under X List. 

Description 

b 1 in ECYCl. Maximum primary 
production (P.P.) 

b in ECYCl. Coefficient of 
piytoplankton's influence on P.P. 

b 3 in ECYCl. Coefficient of free 
nutrient influence on P.P. 



bi+ -.1 

bs .41 

b6 .08 

10. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

List Value 

XN: xl 20 

x2 109.4 

X 10 
3 

xt+ .7 

XS 10 

x6 8.163 

X7 .4689 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

TSTART = 0 

TMAX = 104 

q = .! 

NO MONITORING 

LP, DUMP: Ally's 

LP, DUMP frequency: 1 

bi+ in ECYCl. Coefficient of 
insolation's influence on P.P. 

bu in ECYCl. Maximum proportion 
of phytoplankton which may be 
consumed in one week. 

b 5 in ECYCl. Stoichiometric 
parameter. 

Variables to be plotted: y 1 , y2 , Y3, Y4 , Ys 

Plot frequency: 1 
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MODEL NUMBER: 1,1 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST 

2. Z FUNCTIONS 

zl = gl in so 

z2 = g2 in so 

5. F FUNCTIONS 

f = z r X 
1 , 1 1 1 1 

7. Y FUNCTIONS 

z 
2 

TITLE: Primary Production Module (PP) 

DIAGRAM 

Description 

Phytoplankton 

Description 

Phytoplankton Production 

Phytoplankton consumption by 
consumers 

Description 

Production, respiration and 
consumption 

Description 

Phytoplankton biomass 



PARAMETERS 

9. R PARAMETERS 

List Value 

.202634 

10. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

List 

XN: x 1 

Value 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

q=.!_ 

20 

NO MONITOR, LP OR DUMP OUTPUT 

Description 

r 1 in ECYCl 
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MODEL NUMBER: 1 , 2 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST 

2. z FUNCTIONS 

zl = g2 in s 
0 

z2 = x6 in so 

z3 = X7 in so 

TITLE: Food Chain Module (FC) 

DIAGRAM 

Description 

Zooplankton 

Pelagic Fish 

Benthic Fauna 

Demersal Fish 

Detritus Increment 

Description 

Phytoplankton consumption 
consumers. 

by 

Phytoplankton demand by consumers 
(current) 

Input to detritus from consumers 
(last cycle). 



4. 

5. 

7. 

G FUNCTIONS 

gl = b X + 2 2 b4 x3 

g2 = min{ g1 ,b 5
x 1} 

g3 = zlblxl/z2 

g4 = zl b3x3 /z2 

F FUNCTIONS 

fl 1 = g3 - rlxl 
' 

f = g2b2x2 /gl 1 ,2 

f 
1 , 3 

= g2b4x/g1 

f 1 5 = b8xl 
' 

f = -r X 
2,2 2 2 

f2 5 = b9x2 
' 

f3 3 
' 

= g4-r3x3 

Description 

Demand on zooplankton 

Consumption of zooplankton 

Phytoplankton consumption by zooplankton 

Phytoplankton consumption by benthic fauna 

Description 

Consumption, respiration 

Consumption of zooplankton by pelagic fish 

Consumption of zooplankton by benthic fauna 

Detritus input 

Respiration 

Detritus input 

Consumption, respiration 

A2.23 

f3 4 = min{b
6

x
3

,b
7

x
4

} Consumption of benthic fauna by demersal fish 
' 

f3 5 = bl0x3 Detritus input 
' 

f4 4 = -r4x4 Respiration 
' 

f4 5 = bl 1 X4 Detritus input 
' 

fs s = -z3 Reinitialize detritus increment 
' 

Y FUNCTIONS Description 

Y1 = b1x1 + b3X3 ;Y 1 to X 
6 

in so Demand for phytoplankton 

Y2 = xl + X2 + X3 + x4; Food chain biomass 

Y2 to x2 in s0 

Y3 = xs; Y3 to x 7 in so Detritus input from food chain 
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PARAMETERS 

8. B PARAMETERS 

List Value 

bl .41 

b2 . 075 

b3 . 056 

b4 . 007 

bs . 17 

b6 . 007 

b7 .1 

bs .04 

b9 .0016 

bl 0 .0013 

b 11 ,0017 

Description 

b in ECYCl. Coefficient of phytoplankton 
6 • b 1 k consumption y zoop an ton . 

b 8 in ECYCl. Coefficient of zooplankton 
consumption by pelagic fish . 

b 7 in ECYCl. Coefficient of phytoplankton 
consumption by benthic fauna . 

b9 in ECYCl. Coefficient of zooplankton 
consumption by benthic fauna . 

b 10 in ECYCl. Maximum proportion of 
zooplankton which may be consumed in 
one week . 

b14 in ECYCl. Maximum proportion of benthic 
fauna which may be consumed in one week. 

b1s in ECYCl. Coefficient of benthic fauna 
consumption by demersal fish. 

b 16 in ECYCl. Coefficient of zooplankton 
input to detritus. 

b in ECYCl. Coefficient of pelagic fish 
.17 d . input to etritus. 

bl 8 in ECYCl. Coefficient of benthic fauna 
input to detritus. 

bl 9 in ECYCl. Coefficient of demersal fish 
input to detritus. 



9. R PARAMETERS 

List Value 

rl .3231115 

r2 .088367 

r3 .119356 

r4 .0709257 

10. INI'rIAL CONDITIONS 

List Value 

XN: xl 8.3 

x2 9.9 

x3 85. 

X4 6.2 

XS .4689 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

q=_!_ 

NO MONITOR, LP OR DUMP OUTPUT 

A2.25 

Description 

r2 in ECYCl. 

r3 in ECYCl. 

r4 in ECYCl. 

rs in ECYCl. 
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MODEL NUMBER: 1,3 

- xl . 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST 

2. Z FUNCTIONS 

z
1 

= g
3 

in s0 

3. G FUNCTIONS 

~ . 

TITLE: Interchange Uptake Module (IU) 

x2 - x3 ~ 

DIAGRAM 

Description 

Detritus 

Microorganisms (bacteria) 

Free Nutrients 

Description 

Phytoplankton demand for free nutrients 

Detritus input 

Description 
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5. F FUNCTIONS Description 

fl 1 = z2 Accumulation of detritus 
' 

f 1 2 = gl Net growth of bacteria 
' 

f 2,3 = rlx2 Release of free nutrient 

f3 3 = -zl Accumulation of free nutrient 
' 

7. y FUNCTIONS Description 

Y1 = xl; Y1 to x3 in so Detritus 

Y2 = x2; Y2 to x4 in so Bacteria biomass 

Y3 = x3; Y3 to XS in so Free nutrient 

PARAMETERS 

8. B PARAMETERS 

List Value Description 

bl 2 bl2 in ECYCl 

b -.1 bl3 in ECYCl 
2 

9 . R PARAMETERS 

List Value Description 

r 
l 

. 9640958 r
7 

in ECYCl 
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10. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

List Value 

XN: xl 

x2 

x3 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

q = .!.. 

10 

.7 

10 

TARGET: MONITOR: All g's 

MONITOR frequency; 1 

LP, DUMP: Ally's 

LP, DUMP frequency: 1 



COMMENTS: This is an exact translation of the single level English 
Channel Cyclic Version 1 Model (Code: ECYCl). 

BEHAVIOR: See notes under English Channel Cyclic Version 1 Model. 
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00001 ,c 
00002, 
01003, 
0000,u 
00005& 
00006 t 
000071C 
01UJ08: 
00009; 
00010, 
00011 t 
00012: 
000131 
00014: 
00015: 
00016 I 
000171 
00018: 
00019s 
000201 
00821 I 
00022; 
00023; 
00021&,c 
00025; 
00026: 
00027 I 
000281 
000291 
00030, 
000313 
000321 
0fJ033t 
000341 
000351 

:PEOGRAMS 

EC:RGZl 
SUBROUTINE ZCOMPCK,X,B,R,Z,T0,T> 
DIMENSION X<l>,BC1>,R<l>,Z<1> 
Z (1 ) Ill J 3 • 27 5/£ 
RETURN 
END 

ECRGG 1 
FUNCTION G01CK,X,B,R 1 Z> 
DIMENSION X(l),BC1),RC1>,Z<l> 
G01•FMIN<B<l>•Cl.•EXP<BC2>•X<l>>>•<l.-EXP<B<3>•X<S>>>* 

1Cl.-EXPCB(4>•Z<1>>>,X(5)/BC6>> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION G02<K,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X<1>,BC1>,R(1),Z(l) 
G02•FMlNCX<6>,B<S>•X<l>> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION G03<K,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<1>,R<1>,Z<I> 
G03•BC6 >*GO> 
RETURN 
END 

ECRGYJ 
SUBROUTINE YCOMP<K,X,B,R,Y,XS,T> 
DIMENSION X<1>,B<1>,R(l),Y(l) 
YO >•X<l > 
Y<2>•X<2> 
Y(3)•X<3> 
YC4>•X(4 > 
Yes >•X<S) 
YC6 >•XC6 > 
YC"f >•X<7 > 
RETURN 
END 



00001 ;C 
00002, 
00803; 
10004J 
ee00s, 
00006; 
08017, 
00008aC 
000091 
000Hh 
000 i 1 s 
00012, 
000131 
000141 
00015 s 
08016J 
00017 t 
000181 
000191 

ECRPZI 
SUBROUTINE ZCOMP<K,X,B,R,Z,T0,T,G> 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<l>,R<l>,Z<l>,G<l> 
CALL VARIN<Z<l>,G<l>> 
CALL VARINCZC2>,G<2>> 
RETURN 
END 

ECRPFl 
FUNCTION F010lCK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<l>,R<l>,Z<l> 
F010l•Z<t>-R<l>•X<l>•Z<2> 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE YCOMP<K,X,B,R,Y,XS,T> 
DIMENSION XC1),B(J>,R<l>,Y<1>,XS<1> 
YCl >•X<l > 
CALL VAROUT<Y<l>,XS<I>> 
RETURN 
END 
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00001:c 
00002: 
00003: 
0('.;00-4: 
00005: 
00006: 
00007: 
00008: 
00009: C 
00010: 
0CM11 1 : 
00012: 
00013: 
0001 LI: 
0001 5: 
0(1016: 
00017: 
00018: 
00019: 
00020: 
0002 1 : 
00022: 
00023: 
0002-4: 

.00025: 
00vJ26: 
0002 7: 
00028: 
00029: 
00030: C 
00031: 
00032: 
00033: 
0003-4: 
00035: 
00036: 
0003~,: 
U003B: 
0~1lJJ9: 
00040: 
000-4 1: 
000Li2: 
000Li3: 
000.liLi: 
000Li5! 

ECRFt:1 
SUBROUTINE· lCOMPCK,~,8,R,l,10,T,f> 
DIMENSION XC 1>,6< l>,h< 1>,?< 1>,(-( 1> 
CALL VAhlNCr:C 1>,G<2» 
CALL VARIN<c<2>,X<6>> 
CALL VAkIN<l<3>,XC7>> 
RETURN 
END 

E CRFC:-1 
FUNCTION f01CK,X,B,R.,~) 
DI i"'i EN 5 I ON X C 1 > , b C 1 > , K < 1 > , ~ C 1 > 
l01=b<2>*X<2>+BCLl>*XC3> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION G02CK,X,B,H,t-> 
DI t'-': EN SI ON X < 1 > , 6 C 1 > , k < 1 > , "f. < 1 > 
( 0 2= FM I N C (- C 1 > , b C 5 > * X < 1 > > 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION (03CK,X,B,R,e> 
DIMENSION XC 1>,8< 1>,k< 1>,c< 1> 
f. 0 3= ~ ( 1 > * 6 C 1 > * X ( 1 > /?: ( 2 > 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION C0L!CK,X,B,R,~> 
DIMENSION XCl>,B<l>,k<l>,l<l> 
(,0Li=r( l)*b(3)*X(3)/e(2) 
RETURN 
END 

ECRFF 1 
FUNCTION F0101CK,X,b,R,~> 
DIMENSION XC 1>,B< 1>,R< 1>,r:C 1> 
F 0 1 0 1 = (c C 3 > - h C 1 > *X C 1 > 
RETURN 
ENLJ 
FUNCTION F0102CK,X,b,R,~> 
DIM ENS I ON X < 1 > , B < 1 > , h < 1 > , l < 1 > 
F0102=f<2>*B<2>*XC2)/fCl> 
RETURN 
ENO 
FUNCTION F0103CK,X,b,k,?> 
DIMEN.SION XC l>~b( 1>,h< 1>,l< 1> 
F (11 0 3= F C 2 > *BC LI>* X < 3 > / H 1 > 
hETUkN 
END 



00046; 
000471 
00046; 
000491 
e00s0, 
000511 
00052 I 
000531 
000541 
00055s 
00056 I 
00057 I 
00058& 
000591 
001601 
01061 I 
000621 
000631 
00064r 
00065 I 
00066, 
00867 S 
00068, 
00069s 
0007 0 s 
00071 s 
000721 
00073: 
00974: 
000751 
000761 
00077: 
0001s, 
01107 9 I 
0008Ch 
00fJ81: 
00082: 
00083: 
000843 
00085; 
00086; 
00087, 
00088 i 

000891 
00090: 

FUNCTION F010S<K>X>B>R,Z> 
DIMENSION X<J>,B<J).,RCl>,Z<l> 
F'01S5•IH8>11tXC I> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0202CK,X,B,R,Z) 
DIMENSION XCl),BCl>,RCl>,ZCI) 
Y0202•-lH2>•XC2 > 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0205CK,X,B.,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X( 1 >,BC 1 >,R< 1 >, Z< I) 
Y0205•B<9>*X<2 > 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0303(K,X,B.,R,Z) 
DIMENSION X<1>,B<1>,R<1>,Z<l> 
F0303•GC4)•RC3>•X<3> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0304<K,X,B.,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XC1>,B<1>,R<1>,Z<l> 
F0304•FMINCB<6>•X<3>,B<7>•XC4)) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0305CK,X,B.,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XC1).,BC1>,R<l>,Z<l> 
F'0305•B0 0 >•X< 3) 
RETURtJ 
END 
FUNCTION F0404<K,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XCl),BC1>,RC1>,Z<l> 
F0404•-R<4>•X<4> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0405CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<l>,R<l>,ZCl) 
F0A05•BC 1 l >•XC4> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0505<K,X,B.,R,Z) 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<l>,R<l>,Z<l> 
FS5!5=-ZC3) 
RETURN 
END 
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008911C 
00092, 
800931 
800941 
00095 I 
00096 s 
N0971 
000981 
0fJ099s 
88H!J0s 
001011 

ECP.FYl 
SUBROUTINE YCOMP<K,X,B,R,Y,XS,T> 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<l>,R<l>,Y<l>,XS<l> 
Y(l)•B<l>•X<l>+B<3>•X<3> 
Y<2>•X<l>+X(2)+X<3>+X<4> 
Y<3>•B<8>•X<l>+B<9>•X<2>+B(l0>•X<3>+B(l1>•X<4> 
CALL VAROUT<Y<l>,XS(6)> 
CALL VAROUT<Y<2>,XS<2» 
CALL VAROUT<Y<3>,XS<7>> 
RETURN 
ENO 



00101 tC 
000"21 
000031 
00004s 
00005; 
00006; 
00007 ~ 
000081C 
00009, 
00010s 
0001 l ; 
00012, 
09913 s 
0001.ta;C 
000151 
00EH6:i 
00017: 
00018; 
000193 
00020; 
00021 I 
€Hl022t 
80023g 
00e21as 
000251 
00026~ 
0002-1; 
21002s, 
00029i 
00121l0~ 
00031; 
00S32J 
00033, 
000341 
00035 ,c 
00036 J 
00037 ~ 
00038, 
0003';): ~ 

00040 J 
00041s 
00042, 
000431 
000441 
00045! 

ECRIZI 
SUBROUTINE ZCOMP<K1X1B,R,Z,T0,T,G> 
DIMENSION X(l),BCl>,R<l>,Z<l>,GCl> 
CALL VARIN<ZCl>,G<3>> 
C.PltL V AH i. N ( Z ( 2 ) ., X C 7 ) ) 
RE'rtnRN 

ECRIG1 
1-~ui1t:fIO:N G01 CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIM!~NS!ON XCI >,B<l >,R<l >1Z<l > 
(Hi!H•t·M HHBC 1 >•XC2 )*<l e-EXPCBC2 >•X< I>> >,X< l >) 
RE'rURN 
END 

ECRIP'J 
FUNCTION F010lCK,X.,B,R.,Z> 
DIMr';:dHON X<t ).,BO ).,RCI >,ZC1 > 
FtiHeilYZ(2) 
RETURN 
ENJ) 
FUNCTION F0102(K.,X.,B,R,Z) 
DIMENSION XCl>,B<l),R(l>,Z<l> 
F~H ~2:t:iG { 1) 

f.E'!'URN 
END 
FUNCT!ON F0203<K,X,B.,R,Z) 
DIMENSION XC1),B<1>,RCl>,ZC1) 
1'0~03:isRO )•X<2 > 

FUNCTION V0303CK,X,B,R,Z> 
D.Y.I11H-:Nf,;:rnN XCi ).,Bo >,!'Hl >,l(l) 
F 0 30 3 1, ,., ?, C l ) 
RE1'U~l.\l 
EMO 

ECJUY! 
SUBSOl~INE YCOMP<K,X,B,R.,Y,XS.,T> 
DIME~S!ON XC!>,B<l).,RC1).,Y<1>,XSC1> 
Y( J )iliiXi: ! > 
YC2)r,1>;02, 
YCJ,.,gX(3) 
CALL VAROUTCY(l),XSC3>> 
CALL VAHOUT CY(2 )., XS (4 > > 
CALL VAI1QUTCYC3).,XSC5)) 
RE'rtJ:f{!,, 
EN·n 
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COMMAND fILE *ECRCOMl 

0.-1·1 JI : MJJ!-:LGE. f < > = l 
vJ,M.1~: \JJ"idi,<=1 f,~-'\1-=IJ4 ,-):::1 F'•J-JLOC\J=it:-:C.~G-11 
1L1 ·.1 :1 3 : f i'✓, 1 /. = 7 
JJ,114:fffJfi LOG OJM? 
JJJAS:L~LJJ=~J L?=f<l> L?=iC2> LP=f<3> LP=YC4> LP=Y<i> LP=YC6> LP=t<7> 
✓., ,,H -1 6 : J J :Vi ~ L J ·J = 2 l 
:_1,;, ,1,1 ·7 : '.:3 C > = ~ -~, - • I , - • l , - • l , • 4 l , • .18 
3 0 ·3 J 8 : J( -J < > = 2 .·) , l · ·l i . 4 , l ,1 , • 7 , l "1 , 3 • l 1:, 3 , • 4 t:, >3 RB 
0J309:flfLC::=E-JGLI~rl CH~-J\JEL ~iFLEK ~0\J l -- GrlJSf. C~ 
~Jll0:~JJ~Lff?E=l 
,1.1-111 :,"i)i.JEU_jC:f< >=l, l 
.1,1312:.-JJi"1.3C::,-:=I J=I FJ.-.JLJC\J=*EC--fr>,11 
-10013:fffJii LJG ~JJJM? 
0J014:LPLJ-J=2~ LP=f<l> 
,1~ ,1 I 5 : -< C > = • . >. ,12 6 3 4 
Jj,116:.<.si{ >=2.J 
c1J .11 1 : -JJ :::i .M ,Yi C\-.: f 
;J 1H I 8 : f 1 J' L E = t>J G L I :.3 rl G rl ,\ -J -J t: L rU:S L ~ ,< r< · J -J 1 - - r' • ,--> • C ' , 
J,1JIJ:M)J~LGifC>=I,~ 
J.1,1>.l.l: -~ J,"1 =3i ~= '.'> 1= I l"•J -JLO:\u= -t-EC . .-<F' j l 
:-lM21: I f'(Or'f -JJJJi'·'JP LJG 
J.112>.:L?LJJ=31 LP=J(Cl> LP=XC2> LP=,<<3> LP=~C4> 
J0 ,12 3 : :3 < > = • 4 1 , • ,11 '.:l, •. 1 Sf-,, • :1 :-1 ·1, • 1 7, • , 1 ,J ·1, . l , • 14, • :1 .1 1 6, • -1 1 l 3, • 1 J I / 
:J ✓:"1'24:r<C >=• 3?.Jl 11 S, • J~Ky,·1, 0 111 i3S6, .,n.B?..57 
J~125:~ ✓ ()=j.J,i.9,~5,6 ■ ~,.46~~~ 

'-1-1,) < 6 : i' I f L ~ = ~ ,JG L I .:i H ,_; rl :'.\ -J -J EL <EI'. LE J( .·~ J -J 1 - - f J Q J CH:'.\ I -J • C ·J 
~-h1 -~ 1 : ,J J::; J .V: ·-1i ·\ { y 
0JJ?..R:~JJiLGff<>=I,3 
00~29:~J~dE--<=3 -l=l f0~LJ~D=•EC"(l01 
0H3.,}: f.:'.\--<Gr: r 
,3,M 3 I : '( ,"14 }(= 3 
'<1-H J?.. : r r t = n 1 > r rt= n '2 > rr t = t < 3 > 
·,ihM 33: f ff) =Ji LH r,J,S r ff'.~=dC\C fEK IC\ ffY 3= -JJ f:d E~ r 
AJJ34:L~=YCI> L~=f<2> LP=YC3> 
:M .1 3 S : -:3 C > = 2 , - • I 
JJJ36:~<>= ■ 9640~SK 

,11 J 3 I : X -J C > = l ,) , • 1 , l 1 
J ✓.,JJd: ✓ JSJM~~--<f fff~r<f=8 
~-L13·::1:J'IfL~=i-JGLISH CrlC\~-Jt:L ·<ifLEX .-<J-J 1 -- f.J. C·J 
J'1.141 :'-1JJC.:LGr:rc >=I i-'I {SJ'SJ':3( >=l, I 
i/l .-H 4 I : t"'l J J t: L G i f < > = I , I (j rO S f c > = 1 ,--< I G rH :, J ::3 C > = I , ?. 
JJJ42:MJOELGEf<>=l,2 GrlJ.Sf<>=l LEff:,JdC>=t,I ~1GrlfS03C>=t,3 
J0043:vJJJ[LGif<>=l,J GHJSf<>=I LEffSJdC>=l,2 
,_, ,H 4 4 : I .-J? •J f = 6 ,J 

l 



TELETYPE RUN 

·-
#E )JI P, l =FI LE 
ffO~fK~~,I=••EC"(GJ,~,D=l 

#COPY, I= 1 / :< 

- '1J E.-<.-<0 ·'( S FJ·< 7-CJMP 
- '10 E -<~0:s! S fO;< G.~ l 
- ~() E r<r-U -( S FJ.< G·i)2 

- '10 E><rW.<S Fu-< GZl3 
- .'10 EKKU,"( S rO-< l'CJMP 

lf•F2LJ~O, 5~, L~ *i<F .KLI :3 
Eifi~ LJi a~ ~~M~ fu-< FJiCfIJ'1 JVi~L~(. 
•ECKGiH 

#r-<E:LE:'\SE, 56 
#,E\.JI '-10, 1 
#FJ~fr(.'.\.~,I=••ECr(~l,X,0=1 

#COP f ,I= I/-< 
- ~J E:<·Wr<S i.-J< ZCJ:.-!P 
- iO E.<r<Or<S FO~ F01~1 
- ~J €KKU"(S FJ-< YGJMP 

#*r2LO~D,S6,L=•iFXLld 
E'JTEr< L·J.'1 OK .'1.'.\.'•1C: f0."< fU\JCflO\J OVE:KL~Y. 
•C:Cr~P-1 l 

#-<ELl£::'.\.:i:i:, 56 
#~Eid '1u, 1 
#f0Kfr<A~,I=••EC~ll,X,D=1 

#*f8L0~0,56,L=•~FXLl8 
ENfE~ LU'1 JK ~~ME FOK F~iCflJi JVi~L~Y. 
•EC,~I 01 

If..; J iJ Y, I = I / ,i 

- ,'10 i,-<r<J,-<S FJ ;-< ZCOMP - ,'10 fr(r<JKS fJ,"( GJl - ,\] i,) i ·<.-<J ,"( .s t•J,< f.) J,Jl 

- ,\] J EK:~O~S FOK r,1 l ,~?. - .'10 E -<·<Or<S r· J-< fJ213 - ,\]J i:><r(Or<S ~-(H f:1)·-13 - .'JJ E.-<rWi<S FOK YCOMP 
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#KELEl\SE,56 
# •~ E '.H \JO , l 

#iJ-<Tr<l\\J,I=••iC~Fl,X,0=1 

IICO?Y, I= I/,"< 

- ,\JO Er'(~Q~S FO:~ ~CJM? 
- ,\JO E:-<:W-<S FCH G,1 l 
- >JO E~KJKS FO-< G'!2 

- \JO E-< ·WK ::i fcJ~ G13 
- ,\IJ Er<:<Jr<S F'Jrt G04 

- \JO EK-<•Jr'(S F'(H F3HH 
- .\JO E.-<,W-<S ro,"t f.11~?. 

- \JJ E.-<:<0.·b F,).--< f ,1 l ·13 

- .\JO E-<W•'(S FJ·"( r,11,1s 
- \J J ~=K-<Oc<S fl)-< ,.,,1•~.-12 
- \JO Er~:<OKS F:J < r~ ,-12 .1 S 

- .\JJ E -(·W:< ...i FJ,'( r· 1) J:_,J J 

- :-JO c><-<Or-<.::i FJ-< f ;) 3--14 

- \10 E:-<<"(J,<S FO<"( F.131b 
- :.JO £-<~J.-<.:i FOi~ f .1404 

- .\JO E r'(r(J,-< S F'OK f.14t1 S 

- \JQ £.~.w."( s F'O-< f .:J50::> 
- \JO Er-<~OKS FO:~ l'CO:-lfl 

#•F2LOl\a,S6,L=•~F'XLI3 
E\lfEi LJ\I O-< i~ME FO~ FU\ICTIJ\J JVE~L~l'• 
*EC,-<F.,, l 



#~1JJI~,~1=iILi,21=fIL~,2~=fILi,30=fILi,4j=ilLi,44=iILi 
d*fLEX2,L=44,J=4J 

*************************************** 

•FLEX~/0S3 V2 ■ 3 

FLEX/ ~EFLEX GE~Ei~L MOOEL P~OCESSO~ 

*************************************** 

MODELGEf MJST 8E ~EXT CJM~~~D 

E~TE~ I~PJfS/COMMA~JS 
>I~P0T=*EC~COM1 

~EW MOOEL--~JM8E~ 

NEW MJ0EL--NJM8E~ 

~EW MOOEL--~JM3E~ 

OLD MJDEL 

OLO MODEL 

OLD ~OOEL 

OLO MJDEL 

MJSf 

MJST 

MJST 

E~TE~ I~P0TS/CJ~Mq~os 
>SlMUL~fE 

8E ~EXT 

BE ~EXT 

8E ~EXf 

COMMq~o 

GOMM~~0 

COMM~~O 
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PAGE /)9/(19/"/ 4 
~9091338 

TI,"1E DETKI T•JS 

0 l .1 • 0•,Hti);i).,:'.l 

8 30181962 

l 6 3o502J38 

24 40044623 

32 40334351 

4(i) 40492563 

48 40582156 

56 40630364 

64 40651828 

72 40661761 

8i.1 40666534 

88 40668903 

96 406721109 

104 40670736 

ENfEri I~2JfS/COMMA~DS 
>S fut> 

END OF *FLEX2 SESS)ON 

l : 38 PM E,\J.GLI Sn GHA'J\JEL r<EFLEX ~u.-.J 1 -- I o U o c•.~ 
MOuEL SE·JLIE\JCt:: .'JO o 13 ✓.J0 Jl-300 ~:F3vrn 

t3ACTE:·H l\ ·" u r .-< 1 E .-.J r 

• 7 lHHJ 1.1 •:1 10 o 0d:JJ;J0 

0663359 140015645 

o0J8149 80876795 

000'.3335 4-146710 

• 0(10322 lo8l6a54 

• 0(10;302 0993132 

o ;1 Qj :1 ;J ,;,, 0 o79)84•j 

• 030:300 o 778751 

• i'.l000:?H:J 0778689 

o z10,;i)000 o 773689 

0 13J00J0 0778689 

.l)J0000 0778689 

o00::1J00 0778689 

• 00~31300 •778689 



A2.41 

REFLEX MODEL OF: English Channel Version 2 

INVESTIGATORS: Overton, White 

DATE: 11/26/73 

TIME RESOLUTION: Weekly 

QUANTITY: Biomass Equivalents 

MODEL NUMBER: 2,0 TITLE: Ghost Module (G) 

RESOLUTION 

Weekly 

Weekly 

ALGORITHM DIAGRAM 

- ---- .......... 
/ ' z1 / '\ 

I \ 

I 
\ 

\ 
I 
\ I 

I 
\ 

' / 
.......... / -

COHCEPTUAL DIAGRAM 



A2. 42 
VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST 

2. Z FUNCTIONS 

z1 = 13.2754 

7. Y FUNCTIONS 

Y7 = x7 

PARAMETERS 

10. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

List Value 

xl 20 

x2 109.4 

X3 10 

x4 .7 

XS 10 

x6 8.163 

x7 .46888 

pescription 

Phytoplankton biomass 

Food chain biomass 

Detritus 

Bacteria biomass 

Free nutrient 

Food chain demand for phytoplankton 

Input to detritus by food chain 

Description 

Tnsolation 

Description 

See X list 



GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

TSTART = 0 

TMAX = 104 

q = 1 

NO MONlTORING 

LP, DUMP: Ally's 

LP, DUMP frequency: 1 

Variables to be plotted: Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , Y4, Y5 

Plot frequency: 1 

A2.43 
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MODEL NUMBER: 2,1 TITLE: Primary Production Module (PP) 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST Description 

Phytoplankton biomass 

2. Z FUNCTIONS Description 

zl = zl in s Insolation 
0 

z2 = XS in s Free nutrients 0 

z3 = x6 in s Phytoplankton demand by consumers 0 

Z4 = min (z3' bSxl) Phytoplankton consumption by consumers 

4. G FUNCTIONS Description 

Phytoplankton production 

5. F FUNCTIONS Description 

Production, respiration, consumption 

7. Y FUNCTIONS Description 

Phytoplankton biomass 



PARAMETERS 

8. B PARAMETERS 

List Value 

bl 22 

b2 -.1 

b3 -.1 

b4 -.1 

b5 .41 

b6 .08 

9 . R PARAMETERS 

List Value 

.202634 

10. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

List Value 

20 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

q = 1 

NO MONITOR, LP OR DUMP OUTPUT 

A2.45 

Description 

Maximum primary production (PP) 

Coefficient of phytoplankton's influence 
on PP 

Coefficient of free nutrient's influence 
on PP 

Coefficient of insolation's influence 
on PP 

Maximum proportion of phytoplankton 
which may be consumed in one week 

Stoichiometric parameter 

Description 

Respiration coefficient of phytoplankton 
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MODEL NUMBER: 2,2 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST 

xl 

x2 

x3 

X4 

XS 

x6 

2. Z FUNCTIONS 

z1 = x1 in S
0 

z2 = min (x
6

, b 12z
1
) 

4. G FUNCTIONS 

gl = b2x2 + b4x3 

g2 = min (g
1

, b
5

x
1
) 

g3 = z2blxl/x6 

g4 = z2b3x/x 6 

TITLE: Food Chain Module (FC) 

Description 

Zooplankton 

Pelagic Fish 

Benthic Fauna 

Demersal Fish 

Detritus Increment 

Yl, Y2, Y3 

Phytoplankton demand by consumers 

Description 

Phytoplankton biomass 

Phytoplankton consumption by consumers 

Description 

Demand on zooplankton 

Consumption of zooplankton 

Phytoplankton consumption by zoop lank ton 

Phytoplankton consumption by benthic fauna 
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5. F FUNCTIONS Description 

fl 1 = g - rlxl Consumption, respiration 
' 3 

fl,2 = g2b2x2/gl Consumption of zooplankton by pelagic fish 

f 1,3 = g2b4x/g1 Consumption of zooplankton by benthic fauna 

fl,5 = b8xl Detritus input 

f2 2 = -r2x2 Respiration 
' 

f2,5 = b9x2 Detritus input 

f3,3 = g4 - r3x3 Consumption, respiration 

f3,4 = min{ b6x3 , b7x4} Consumption of benthic fauna by demersal fish 

f3,5 = b
10

x
3 Detritus input 

f4,4 = -r4X4 Respiration 

f4,5 = bllx4 Detritus input 

fs,s = -x Reinitialize detritus increment 5 

6. H FUNCTIONS Description 

Calculate phytoplankton demand by consumers 

7. y FUNCTIONS Description 

Y1 = xl + X2 + X3 + X4; Food chain biomass 

Y1 to x2 in S
0 

Yz = x6 ; Yz to x6 in s 
0 

Demand for phytoplankton 

Detritus input from food chain 
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PARAMETERS 

8. B PARA.METERS 

List Value 

bl .41 

b2 .075 

b3 .056 

b4 .007 

b5 .17 

b6 .007 

b7 . 1 

b8 .04 

b9 .0016 

blO .0013 

bll .0017 

bl2 .41 

Description 

Coefficient of phytoplankton consumption 
by zooplankton 

Coefficient of zooplankton consumption 
by pelagic fish 

Coefficient of phytoplankton consumption 
by benthic fauna 

Coefficient of zooplankton consumption 
by benthic fauna 

Maximum proportion of zooplankton which 
may be consumed in one week 

Maximum proportion of benthic fauna 
which may be consumed in one week 

Coefficient of benthic fauna consumption 
by demersal fish 

Coefficient of zooplankton input to 
detritus 

Coefficient of pelagic fish input to 
detritus 

Coefficient of benthic fauna input to 
detritus 

Coefficient of demersal fish input to 
detritus 

Maximum proportion of phytoplankton which 
may be consumed in one week 



9. R PARAMETERS 

List Value 

rl .3231115 

r2 .088367 

r3 .119356 

r4 .0709257 

10. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

List Value 

XN: xl 8.3 

x2 9.9 

x3 85. 

X4 6.2 

X5 .46888 

x6 8.163 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

q = 1:. 

NO MONITOR, LP OR DUMP OUTPUT 

A2.49 

Description 

Respiration coefficient of zooplankton 

Respiration coefficient of pelagic fish 

Respiration coefficient of benthic fauna 

Respiration coefficient of demersal fish 



A2.50 

MODEL NUMBER: 2,3 TITLE: Interchange and Uptake Module (IU) 

Yl, Y2, Y3 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS 

1. X LIST Description 

Detritus 

Microorganisms (Bacteria) 

Free Nutrients 

2. Z FUNCTIONS Description 

zl = z1 in S
0 

Insolation 

z2 = x
1 

in S Phytoplankton biomass 

. {b ~l-eb4z2) (l-eb5x3) (1-eb6zl)} 
Z3 = min 3 Phytoplankton 

x3/b7 production 

Z4 = x7 in s Detritus input from food chain 
0 

4. G FUNCTIONS Description 

g1 = min{b 1x2 (1-eb2xl), x
1

} Growth increment of bacteria 

g2 = b 7z3 Nutrient demand 



s. F FUNCTIONS 

fl 1 = Z4 
' 

fl 2 = gl 
' 

f2 3 = rlx2 
' 

f3 3 = -g2 
' 

7. Y FUNCTIONS 

yl xl; yl to 

Y2 = X2; Y2 to 

Y3 = x3; Y3 to 

PARAMETERS 

8. B PARAMETERS 

List Value 

bl 2 

b2 -.1 

b3 22 

b4 -.1 

bS -.1 

b6 -.1 

b7 .08 

x3 in s 
0 

X4 in s 
0 

XS in s 
0 

Description 

Accumulation of detritus 

Net growth of bacteria 

Release of free nutrient 

A2.51 

Free nutrient uptake by phytoplankton 

Description 

Detritus 

Bacteria biomass 

Free nutrient 

Description 

Bacteria growth rate coefficient 

Coefficient of detritus' influence on 
bacterial growth 

Maximum primary production (P.P .) 

Coefficient of phytoplankton's influence 
on P.P. 

Coefficient of free nutrient's influence 
on P.P. 

Coefficient of insolation's influence 
on P.P. 

Stoichiometric parameter 
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9. R PARAMETERS 

List Value 

.9640958 

10. INITIAL CONDITIONS 

List Value 

XN: xl 10 

x2 . 7 

x3 10 

GENERAL RUN INFORMATION 

q = l 

TARGET: MONITOR: Ally's 

MONITOR frequency: 1 

LP, DUMP: Ally's 

LP, DUMP frequency: 1 

Description 

Respiration coefficient of bacteria 



00081 ,c 
000021 
00003, 
000041 
00005; 
000061 
00007 I 
00008; 
S0009J 
8fHHlh 
0001 l ,c 
800121 
001131 
000141 
00015 I 
00016: 
00017; 
00018; 
000191 
00020, 
00021 s 
00022aC 
0Sta231 
000241 
00825 I 
08026 a 
00027 a 
00028g 
000291 
00030 I 
00031; 
000321 
000331 
000341 
00035; 
00036: 
12100371 
00038: 
00039; 
00040: 
000411 
000428 
00043:C 
00044; 
00045 z 

A2.53 

PROGRAMS 

ECRIZ2 
SUBROUTINE ZCOMPCK,X,B,R,Z,T0,T,G> 
DIMENSION XC1>,BCl),RC1>,ZC1>,GCl> 
CALL VARINCZC1>,ZC1)) 
CALL VARINCZC2>aXCJ>> 
ZC3)sFMINCBC3>•Cl.-EXPCBC4>•ZC2>>>•<1•-EXPCB<5>•X<3>>> 

A•<1.-EXP<BC6>•Z<l>)>,XC3>/BC7>> 
CALL VARIN<Z<4>,X<7>> 
RETURN 
ENO 

ECRGG2 
FUNCTION G01CKaX,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X(1),BC1),RC1>,Z<l> 
G01•FM1.NCBC1>•X<2>•Cl.-EXPCBC2>•XC1>>>,XC1>> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION G02CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XCl>,B<l>,R<l>,ZCl> 
G02•B(7)11tZ(3> 
RETURN 
END 

ECRIP'2 
FUNCTION F0101CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XC1>,B<1>,RC1>,ZC1> 
F0101•ZC4) 
RETURN 
ENO 
FUNCTION F0102CK,X,B1R,Z> 
DIMENSION X<l>,BC1),RC1),ZC1) 
P-0102:uG Cl) 
RETURN 
ENO 
FUNCTION F0203CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<l>,R<t>,Z<l> 
F0203•R<1)2t:X(2) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0303(K,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X(l),B(i),RCl),ZCl> 
F0303•-GC2) 
RETURN 
END 

ECRIYl 
SUBROUTINE YCOMPCK,X,B,R,Y,XS,T> 
DIMENSION XC1>,BC1),RC1>,Y<1>,XSC1> 
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10001 s C 
ee002, 
IHJ003t 
80004t 
000051 
000061 
089071 
88fJ08sC 
088091 
110111 
18111 I 

'"'" 1 2 I 088131 
080141 
ee01s, 
888161 
88017 I 
808181 
100191 
10020, 
88021 s 
10822 s 
080231 
01Hl24s 
00025s 
001261 
00827, 
008281 
08829aC 
0003(h 
010311 
008321 
100331 
888341 
000351 
808361 
080371 
080381 
000391 
008401 
880.l&lt 
090421 
008431 
000441 
000451 

ECRFZ2 
SUBROUTINE ZCOMP<K,X,B1R1Z1T8,T1G> 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<l>,R<l>1Z<l>,G<l> 
CALL VARlN<Z<l>,X<l>> 
ZC2)•FMIN<X<6>,B<12>•Z<l>> 
RETURN 
END 

ECRFG2 
FUNCTION G01<K,X,B1R,Z> 
DIMENSION XCl>,B<l>,R<!>,Z(I) 
G01•B<2>•X<2>+B<4>•X<3> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION G02<K,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X(l>,B<l>,R<l>,Z<l> 
G02•FMIN<G<l>,B<5>•X<I>> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION G83CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XC1>,B<1>,R<l>,Z<1> 
G03•ZC2>•B<l>•X<J>IX<6> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION G04CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X<l>,B<l>,R<l>,Z<l> 
G04•ZC2>•BC3>•XC3)/XC6) 
RETURN 
END 

ECRP'F2 
FUNCTION F0181<K,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XC!>,B<l>,R<l>,Z<l> 
F0101•GC3>•RCl>•X<l> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0l02CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XCl>,B<l>,RCl>,Z<I> 
F0102•GC2>•B<2>•XC2)/GCl) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0103CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XCl>,BCl>,R<l>,Z<I> 
F0183•G<2>•B<4>•X<3)/G(l) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0105CK,X,B,R,Z> 



000.ta6 s 
0801&7 I 
888118 t 
0001&91 
00051s 
00051; 
000521 
000531 

00001,c 
fHJ082s 
08003s 
100041 
00005; 
00006; 
00007 t 
000081 
08009; 
00010,c 
0CHl11 s 
000121 
00013t 
00014; 
00015 g 
00116; 
01011,c 
0001as 
lfHH9: 
080201 
080211 
0fJ022; 
08023aC 
10fJ24J 
80025 t 
H026t 
00027 J 
0002s, 
000293 

YO >•XO> 
Y<2 >•X<2 > 
YC3)11tX(3) 

CALL VAROUTCY<t>,XSC3>> 
CALL VAROUT(YC2>,XS(4)) 
CALL VAROUT(YC3),XS<5>> 
RETURN 
END 

ECRPZ2 
SUBROUTINE ZCOMPCK,X,B,R,Z,T0,T,G> 
DIMENSION X<1),BC1),R<l>,Z<l>,G<t> 
CALL VARIN<Z<l>,ZCI>> 
CALL VARIN<Z<2>,X<5)) 
CALL VARINCZC3),X<6>> 
ZC4>•FMINCBCS>*X<l>,Z<3>> 
RETURN 
ENO 

ECRPGl 
FUNCTION G0l <K,X,B,R,Z) 

A2.55 

DIMENSION XC1>,B<l>,R<l>,Z<l> 
G01•FMINCB<l>*<1.•EXP<B<2>•X<l>>>*<l••EXPCB(3>•Z<2>>> 

A•<1o•EXP<B<4>*Z<l>>>,Z<2>IB<6>> 
RETURN 
END 

ECRPF,t 
FUNCTION F0181CK.,X.,B.,R.,Z) 
D !MENS I ON X C I ) ., B ( I :1, R < l ) , Z ( 1 > 
F010luGCl>•R<l>•X<l>•ZC4) 
RETURN 
END 

ECRPYJ 
SUBROUTINE YCOMP<K,X.,B,R,Y,XS,T> 
DIMENSION XO ).,Bel J1.,R(l ).-Y<l >,XS<l > 
YO )•X<l > 
CALL VAROUTCYC I >,X~>C 1)) 
RETURN 
END 
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80046: 
89847J 
801481 
01el49; 
00050s 
00051 J 
00052; 
08053: 
0005'&1 
00855: 
00056; 
00057 s 
000581 
00059; 
000601 
00061: 
00062, 
00063: 
00064; 
00065a 
000661 
00067: 
00068: 
00069: 
000701 
00071; 
00072: 
000731 
00074a 
00075: 
000761 
00077: 
000781 
000791 
00081h 
00081s 
00082 r 
00083: 
00084; 
000851 
00086r 
00087 t 
000881 
000891 
000901C 

D!MENSION X(l)1B<l>,RCl),ZCl) 
F0 HlJ5•BC 8 ):iitX ( 1 ) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0202CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X(l>,BC!),RCl),ZCI) 
T0202•-R(2)*X(2> 
RETUftN 
END 
FUNCTION F020S<K.X,B,R,Z) 
DIMENSION X(1),BC1>,RC1),ZC1> 
F0205wB(9)llilX(2) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0303<K,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X(l>,B<l>,RC1),ZC1) 
F0303~G(4)-RC3>•X<3> 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0304(K_.X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X(1),BC1>,RC1),ZC1) 
F0304•YMlNCBC6)$X(3>,B<7>•XC4)) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F030S<K,X,B,R,Z) 
DIMENSION XC1),BC1),RC1),ZC1) 
F0305mB < UJ )*X< 3 > 
RETU11N 
FND 
FUNCTION F0404CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION XCl>aB<l>,R<l>,ZCI} 
F04?a4a-R(4)•X<4) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F0405CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X(l),B(l),RCl),ZCl) 
F0405•BC! 1 >•XC4) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION f0505CK,X,B,R,Z> 
DIMENSION X(1),B(1),RC1),ZCI) 
F0505•-XC5) 
RETURN 
ENO 

ECRFY2 



000911 
000921 
00093, 
001941 
0009!51 
00896 I 

00097 I 
00098a 
00099s 
00100; 
00101,c 
00112; 
00103, 
00104• 
00105a 
00106 I 

00801 sC 
00002, 
000031 
800041 
eeeesa 
00006s 
00lUJ1 :C 
008881 
00109; 
0011lh 
00011 , 
000121 
00013$ 
00014J 
00015s 
00016, 
000171 
00018: 

SUBROUTINE YCOMPCK,X,B,R,Y,XS,T> 
DIMENSION XC1>,B<l>,R<1>,Y<1>,XSC1) 
Y<l>=X<1>+X<2>+XC3>+XC4> 
YC2 >•XC6) 
YC3>•B<8>•X<l>+BC9>•X<2>+BC10>•X<3>+BC11>•XC4) 
CALL VAROUT<YC1),XSC2>> 
CALL VAROUT<Y<2>,XSC6>> 
CALL VAROUT<Y<3>,XSC7>> 
RETURN 
END 

ECRFHl 
FUNCTION H06CK,X,B,R,Z) 
DIMENSION XCl>,B<l>,R<l>,Z<l> 
H06•B<l>•X<l>+BC3>•X<3> 
RETURN 
END 

ECRGZl 
SUBROUTINE ZCOMPCK,X,B,R,Z,T0,T> 
DIMENSION XCl),BCl>,R<l>,ZCl) 
Z Cl > • 1 3 • 27 54 
RETURN 
END 

ECRGYl 
SUBROUTINE YCOMPCK,X,B,R,Y,XS,T> 
DIMENSION XC1>,BC1>,R<l>,Y<1> 
YCl >•XCl > 
YC2 >•XC2) 
Y<3>•XC3) 
YC4 >•XC4 > 
YCS>•X<S> 
YC6 >•XC6) 
YC7 >•XC7 > 
RETURN 
END 
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C01'1MAND FILE *ECRCOM2 

00001:MODEL(ETC>=2,3 
00002:NUMBEk=3 Q=l FLiNL0AD=•ECRI02 
00003:TAF<C:ET 
00004; Y MAX= 3 
0~ 0 0 ::> : T 1 Y = Y < l > T TY = Y C 2 > T 1 Y = Y C 3 > 
00006:TTYl=UETRITUS TTY2=bACTE~IA TTY3=NUTkIENT 
0000?:LP=YCl) LP=Y<2> LP=YC3> 
00 0 08 : b C > = 2 , - • 1 , 2 2 , - • l , - • 1 , - • 1 , • 0 8 
00009: h< >= • 96409 58 
000HJ:XNO= 1e, .7, 10 
00011:TITLl=ENGLISH CHANNEL REFLEX RUN 2 -- l•Li• CW 
00012:MODELGETC>=2, 1 
00013:NUMbEk=l 0=1 FUNLOAD=*ECkP02 
00014:lTYOFF LOG NODLlMP 
00015:LPLUN=25 LP=Y<l> 
00016:kC)=.202634 
00 0 1 7: b < > = 2 2, - • 1 , - • 1 , - • l , • 4 1 , • 08 
00 0 18 : X N ( ) = 2 0 
00019: NO.SUi"ii"1ARY 
00020:TITLE=ENGLI~H CHANNEL kEFLEX kUN 2 -- p.p. CW 
00021:MODELfETC)=2,2 
00022:NUMBEk=6 Q=l FUNLOAD=*EChf02 
00023:TTYOFF NODUMP LOG 
00024:LPLUN=30 LP=XCl) LP=XC2) LP=XC3> LP=XC4> LP=XC5> LP=XC6> 
00025:b< >=.Ld, .f175,. 056, .eeo, .17, .007, .1, .0Li, .r1016, .0013, .0017,. 41 
00 Ci 2 6 : k C > = • 3 2 3 l 1 1 5, • 88 8 3 6 7 , • 1 1 l 9 3 5 6, • 0 7 09 2 5 7 
00027:XNC)=S.J,9.9,85,6.2,.46888,8.163 
00028:TITLE=ENGLISH CHANNEL REFLEX RUN 2 -- FOOD CHAIN• CW 
0002~: N,JSUMMAkY 
00030:M0DEL(ETC>=2 
00031:NUMDEk=7 TMAX=104 Q=l FUNLOAD=•ECRG02 
00032: YMAX= 7 • 
00033:llYOFF LOG DUMP 
00034:LPLUN=20 L~=Y<l> LP=YC2) LP=YC3> LP=YC4> LP=YC5> LP=YC6> LP=YC7> 
0003~: UUMPLUN=21 
00036:XNC)=20, 109.4, lf;, .7, 10,8.163, .46888 
00037:TilLt=EN(LISH CHANNEL k[VLEX kUN 2 -- GHOST. CW 
00038:MOUELTYPE=l 
0003J:MOUELGETC>=2 
00040:MOUEL~ETC>=2,l 
000'il:MOUEL(ETC>=2,2 
e0042:MUUEL(ETC>=2,3 
00043: INPUT= 6 0 

Flf~::5TSUB0=2, 1 
C:H05TC>=2 
l~HO:iTC > =2 
GHO.STC>=2 

F.I C-HTSUbC > =2, 2 
LEFTSUEC>=2,1 
LEFTSUbC >=2, 2 

fiI CHTSUBC >=2, 3 



TELETYPE RUN 

#EJJIP,25=FILE,J~=FILE,20=11LE,21=1'ILE 
#t::QJI?,l=FILi 
#FJ~f~~\J,I=••i:C~F~,X,0=1 

I/COPY, I= I/:~ 

- :.JO E-dJ"<S FJ·"< 7.C·JMP 
- .'D E:N·J-< .::; ,.-or< G·11 
- ,,JJ E~-<O,\:::; f''.)-< (j::j ·~ 

- \JO Erh'.CH~ ,--Jr< G13 
- .\JO Ee< \J:"(:::i i-Jr< G·14 
- ,-JJ E:1< ·(Or~::, ~-o ,< r.1L11 
- .\JJ E:-<r<J-<S ,--J:~ ~·-11.1?. 
- \JJ i:<KjK S FJ.< ~-;11 ,'.) J 

- ,\JJ E:r(:<0:-<:::i F'J1~ ,.·'Jt,j'.:) 

- ,JJ t::r<r<,J:-< s F'J.-< ,. ,,, 2 :0 2 

- \JJ t::.-<-<O:-.!S F·J-< 1'•3'22'5 
- ..JJ ti:"<,""<J,~S FJr< ,.-JJ<> 3 

- ..JJ E -<,<J:<S FJ,-< ,.-::13·:~ 4 

- NJ C:t<,~J ~s F O :"< F,,} 3vJ 5 
- .\JO E:NJ~S ~-o :-< fti14.J4 

- ,\JJ Er-<;-<JiS F'O-< f'(J 4:15 
- :,J() E,-<-(0;-<:::i F J.~ ;.,,} j;,j '.j 

- .\JJ £rNO:~S FO.~ YC0•"1P - :\J () EKKu:-<S ,;'J~ t-C-}6 

#•F~L0~0,L=•~f~Lld,56 
EifE~ LJ\J Ji ~~~i FJ~ F0~CflJ~ ov~~L~Y. 
+ti:C:<F,12 
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if RE LE ,".\SE, S6 
#KEtH -JD, l 
ilf(Hfr-<"".\ . .J, I= ••ECr-W2, ;<, u= I 

~COr>Y,I=l/~ 
- ~J E~~0RS F0R ZCOMP 
- ~O E~~Jr'(S FO~ YCOMP 

#•F2LJ~J,S6,L=•~F;<Lid 
E\JfE~ LJJ OR ~~ME FO~ FJ-JCfIO"iJ OVE~LAY• 
•EC"(GJ2 

#:'(EL~ASE, S6 
#~E1\ 1 I:-.JJ, I 
#F0"(T~~\J,I=••ECRI2,X,O=l 

#CQPY,I=l/R 
- \JO ErnORS FJR 7-C OMP 
- .\J 0 ER,nRs FQ"( G'.H - ,-,JJ ER,"<Jrb FJ.R GJ~ - -\JO ErU,)RS FO,R I'~::, l ~ I 

- .\J J E :<~O,< s FCH FJ I -3?. 
- .\JD ~><RO"<.::> F J:"< F112,1J 
- ,\J ,) E •·{~0,<S rJR F:1).:3 3 - .-.JJ E~R·JR:::i r~J ~ YC0;'1r> 

#•F2L0~0,S6,L=•~FKLIB 
E~fER L0\J OR ~AME FOR FJiCfIO~ OVERLAY. 
•ECRU)2 

#~ELE"SE, S6 
#r<~ 1,Jl \JO, I 
#FO.RfrU\.-.J, I=••EC~P2, ;<,O= I 

#CJPY,I=l/~ 
- \JO ERr<ORS FO:-< ZC)MP 

- ,\JO ERRORS FJ~ G,11 
- :.JO Er'<RO.~S FO·< H,1,~t - .\JO f><:-W:~S FO.R YCOMP 

#•F2LOA0,56,L=•~F;<Lid 
E\JfER LJ~ OR \J~ME FO~ FJ\JCfIO-.J J~ERLAY• 
•EC RrJ?. 

I/ J '.J E ,-J ,JI rJ, I 
#iJJIP,4J=fILE,44=rILi 



*FLEX?./OS3 V2•·J 
FLEX I ~EFLEX GE~E~~L MODEL P~OCESSO~ 

MODfLGEf MJSf 8E NEXf CJMM~~D 

E~fE~ l~PJfS/CJ~M~~DS 
>P.JP:J f=*fC~CO:Vi?. 

OLD MODEL 

OU) MOOEL 

OLD MODEL 

E~fER I~PJfS/COMM~~DS 
>,\'l'JuELGEf< >=2., 3 
>~OS~~M~~y TTYP~f=8 

OLD MOOEL 
>r -<EE ZE 
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#>{ESET,45,59 
#*FLE(2,L=44,0=4J,C,W=WO~~ 

EifE~ I~PJTS/COMM~NOS 
> S I M •J L" f E 

#MI 

09/17/74 
0917i~9113 

TIME DETRITUS 

0 1 vJ. •J00•,100 

8 30181962 

16 3-50?.038 

INTE~u?fEO 

9:10 ~M E~GLISH Crl4~iEL ~E~LE( ~~~ 2 -- I•~• CW 
MODEL SE·~UE.iCE: :,.JJ • 23-3:1 iM~J ·ihhM 

0663359 14•015645 

·008149 8-876795 

MODELGET MJST BE NE(f COMMAN~ 

ENJER INPUTS/COMMANDS 
>F'KEEZE 

#RESET, 5:,1, 59 
H•FLEX2,L=44,D=40,C,W=WORK 

E~fER INPJfSICOMM~~DS 
>CO,i f I iUE 

24 4•344623 ·00~305 . 4•146710 



32 4•334051 

40 4e492563 

48 4•582156 

56 4•630364 

64 4•651828 

72 4.661761 

80 4-666534 

88 4•668903 

96 4e670109 

104 4e670736 

END Or RErLEX SIMULATION 

ENTER INPUTS/COMMANDS 
>STOP 

END Of *rLEX2 SESSION 
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.000022 1•816054 

.000002 .993132 

.000000 .791840 

.000000 •778751 

.000000 • 778689 

.00000~ .778689 

.000000 •778689 

.000000 •778689 

.000000 • 778689 

.000000 .778689 



AIII. Use of *FLEX3 

*FLEX3 is an alternate version of *FLEX2 with reduced size and 

cheaper, faster processing. Each module is represented in.the computer 

by a data block in which all values are stored and with a function 

overlay on which all user detailed functions are stored. Because of 

limited core size, data blocks and function overlays must be swapped 

in and out of core. *FLEX3 uses smaller data blocks. Thus reduces 

swap time for data blocks. More data blocks may be in core at one 

time (10 vs. 3) which even further reduces swapping and greatly 

increases processor speed. 

The following table summarizes the differences between *FLEX2 

and *FLEX3. 

Maximum number of *FLEX2 *FLEX3 

x variables 63 20 
z inputs 40 20 
y outputs 50 30 
b parameters 100 50 
r parameters 20 20 
g functions 70 35 
f functions 63 20 
h functions 63 20 
Memory Variables 200 250 

Function overlay processor *F2L0AD *F3L0AD 

In all other respects, *FLEX2 and *FLEX3 are compatible. Satellite 

programs accept both dump file types. 
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A.IV User Feedback Sheet 

Although *FLEX2 and *FLEX3 have been carefully scrutinized and de

bugged, it is well known that any non-trivial program has bugs. If you 

discover a bug, we would like to know about it. Also, if you would like 

to be put on a mailing list so that new commands, processor improvements, 

release of new versions, etc. can be sent to you, please indicate so. 

Any comments or questions on any part of the manual would be appreciated. 

Address all correspondence to: 

FLEX Users Group 
c/o W. Scott Overton 
Forest Research Lab 
Oregon State University 
Corvallis, Oregon 97331 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name: 

Address: 

I would like my name added to your mailing list. 

COMMENTS, QUESTIONS, BUGS: 
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